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OVERVIEW AND BACKGROUND
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II.

INTRODUCTION

MarAd, over the past several years, sponsored a series of stu-
dies on the level of technolo y. In fiscal year 1980, MarAd
and Avondale cooperated on a "Technical Evaluation of Avon-
dale’s Production Operations and Organization, the Development
of a Long Range Facilities Plan, and the Integration of Both,”
under Contract No. MA-8O-DOC-O1O17. The technical evaluation
of Avondale’s Production Operations and Organization was per-
formed by Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries (IHI). In this
study, Avondale concluded that they could significantly improve
their productivity by using the IHI technology. But, there are
so many areas that could be affected - many of which are out-
side the shipyard control - that Avondale could not implement
all of the recommended changes at one time.

In order to improve productivity the most with the least amount
of disruption, Avondale proposed to implement four of the IHI
systems recommended in the Technical Evaluation. They are:

- Accuracy Control

- Production Planning

- Computer Application

Design Engineering for Zone Outfitting with Procurement
Specifications.

This effort was to be a demonstration intended not only for the
benefit of Avondale, but of all U.S. shipyards. Avondale was
required to work closely with MarAd and the U.S. shipbuilding
commnunity to insure adequate dissemination of all information.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives were to decrease the time between the contract
date and ship delivery and to increase productivity and reduce
cost. 

The following specific objectives arose out of the Technology
Evaluation:



- implement the IHI system of

- implement the IHI system of

- implement the IHI system of

- implement the IHI system of

accuracy control at Avondale

production planning at Avondale;

computer application at Avonale;

design engineering with procure-
ment specifications at Avondale.

—

Each of the four systems were broad and extensive. In order to
implement the systems, the following action was taken:

A) We selected the specific elements within each of the four
systems which realize the most significant improvement in
productivity with the least amount of disruption during 
integration period.

B) We determined to what extent the selected elements must 
tailored for adoption for Avondale and for use as an Ameri-
canized version of Japanese technology.

C) We determined what elements of the four systems are meas-
urable and that a comparison can be made between the method
previously being used and the method finally adopted.

We will tell you the organization adjustment problems encoun-
tered and how they were overcome.

The subject of this seminar is Moldloft, Production Control
Accuracy Control. An agenda of the seminar is included in the
hand- book. For future planning purposes, all the seminars we
plan to hold are scheduled as follows:

- Production Planning & Scheduling - May 18-19, 1982
(Complete)

- Design Engineering for Zone July 21-22, 1982
Outfitting (Complete)

- Production Control Lofting,
Accuracy Control & Line Heating - November 3-4, 1982

Each seminar is organized to cover in-depth the primary sub-
ject. Additionally, we will present the influence or interface
and effects of Design Engineering for Outfitting to the other
departments or subject areas.

This may not be the best approach; however, we feel it is 
able to demonstrate that implementing this technology requires
that all departments of a company must work as a team and
re-align their thinking in order to succeed.
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ACCURACY CONTROL

I. INTRODUCTION

This will be the third seminar presented by Avondale Shipyards
on the transfer of IHI technology. We will address three areas
of production upon which IHI technology has had a great effect,
i.e. Moldloft, Production Control (production Engineering/
Material Control) and Accuracy Control.

Today’s seminar basically covers those activities that take
place from the “Moldloft Meeting” (month nine of construction
period) through delivery of the vessel. (VIEW GRAPH NO. I-1)

The “Process Lanes” approach to hull construction has been
implemented at Avondale and, as a result, many changes as well
as additional job functions have occurred within these three
departments. In the case of Accuracy Control, a completely new
department was established.

I would now like to point out the major areas of change and/or
additions to these departments. I will try to be brief since
the presentations of today will be very detailed.

A. MOLDLOFT

In the Moldloft the existing personnel were restructured to
suit the many new functions that were adopted. A list of
the new functions are as follows:

- the establishment of a Moldloft Planners and Scheduling
Group;

- the

- the

- the

- the

production of steel tapes used for layout;

production of line heating templates;

preparation of key line marking information;

formulation of a new piece marking system.

Another new Moldloft function and perhaps the most signifi-
cant was the establishment of the unit control manual
group. This new group has undertaken the task to product
simplified working drawings and cutting information for the



production worker. These drawings are produced with an
integrated “Spades/Cadam” system.

The drawings produced tell the worker “what he needs to
know” to accomplish his work with the utmost of efficiency.
This new U.C.M. Group required additional workers which were
drawn primarily from other departments that had previously
produced the same information in a different and much more
complicated format.

This new system of Moldloft information and working drawings
has been successfully implemented on a current contract, the
construction of three product carriers for Exxon.

The results have been very satisfactory. We feel the new
system reduces the error rate in production because of
built-in validation during the production of Unit Control
Manuals on the Cadam tubes. We have also consolidated the
information center, which reduces the possibility of trans-
formation errors.

The production workers have been instrumental in the devel-
opment of the format in which Moldloft information is now
being furnished to them to perform their duties. Therefore,
the information answers their needs and, as a result, the
system has shown to be very accepted, cost efficient and
resulting in increased productivity.

B) PRODUCTION ENGINEERING

“Process Lanes” has resulted in changes to our Production
Engineering policies and techniques.

The most important document, the “Production Estimate,” is
used as a guide by the production engineers to issue the
budget to the work centers. This document has undergone a
major change in format due to “Process Lanes.”

One “Process Lane” concept is to categorize hull structure
into “like” or “similar” kinds of work and then set aside
specific work centers to accomplish each work category.
This now allows the production engineer the flexibility to
establish a cost code system which will be compatible with
the specific work center and the specific category of work
that the center will accomplish.

The new cost code will make each “work center” a “cost
center” thereby allowing management to observe work center
efficiency as well as monitor job cost. The concept of

2



scheduling the same category of work to a specific work/cost
center opens up a new spectrum of cost collection and
analysis.

Organizational changes have also occurred to insure contin-
uity between all departments.  The Production engineers on
the Exxon contract have been divided into two groups. One
group will manage hull and the other will manage outfit-
ting. Other contracts, work started prior to "Process
Lanes,” are still being managed by our method of a craft-by-
craft approach. Eventully, the entire department will be
structured into hull and outfitting categories.

The new cost code system of work centers will allow for
grouping many items of work and, as a result, will greatly
reduce the paperwork.

)
The reduction of work orders (approx-

imately 60% will affect savings in the Data Processing
Department, as well as reduce the burden of field super-
visors who are required to manage and report progress on
these work orders. With less time devoted to this paper-
work, the supervisor can spend more time with his workers
and work toward increased productivity.

C. MATERIAL CONTROL

The basic concept of good material control is effective
material flow. The main objective has been to minimize the
number and length of material movements, reduce bottlenecks,
meet production schedules, and reduce the ratio of material
handling time to production time.

Prior to “Process Lanes,” approximately 61% of all hull
steel was received from the Plate Shop, sorted, palletized,
stowed, and finally issued to the field by the Material Con-
trol Department. This became a burdensome task, requiring a
large number of employees. Today, with “Process Lanes,”
steel cutting is scheduled and work stages level-loaded to
the point that 92% of cut steel flows directly to the fabri-
cation platens.

As a result, the number of workers previously handling hull
steel has been greatly reduced. In addition, the cost of
transporting that material has been reduced by 85%.

An average of 82 trips per week to and from the fabricated
steel area has been reduced to 12 trips per week, as a
result of “Process Lanes."

-3-



Another benefit of this reduction of hull steel storage is 
the vast area of valuable real estate which became available
for other use. Presently, that area at Avondale is utilized
as an assembly area for main deck pipe packages.

Another cost savings which cannot be measured is the reduc-
tion of lost and/or misplaced material due to the additional
handling at the storage area. The lost/misplaced parts are 
very disruptive to schedules and have a negative effect on
cost..

Although there are other changes to the Hull Steel Material
Control Section, this is by far the most cost effective area
of change.

The pre-outfitting material is now being marshalled by the
Material Control Group and palletized from pallet code
listing furnished by the Production Planning Department.
This pre-outfitting material such as ladders, handrails,
foundations, etc. are received from fabrication shops, pal-
letized per pallet list, and shipped to the pre-outfit work
stage as scheduled.

The outfitting items, like the hull steel parts, were pre-
viously received at the material control storage area by
shipsets, then stowed and issued as required. Prior to
“Process Lanes” methods, outfitting items suffered costly
damage and deterioration from the elements.

The last area I would like to comment on is the control of
pipe spools by the Material Control Department. Upon com-
pletion of Avondale’s semi-automated pipe facility and the
development of pre-outfit planning and scheduling, we now
have a smooth flow of pipe spools scheduled pallet-by-
pallet. This allows for better control and reduced cost
On previous contracts, pipe spools were fabricated system-
by-system and required long term storage which subjected the
material to damage and deterioration.

The Material Control Department, as a result of “Process
Lanes,” has become more productive and efficient with
reduced effort and cost.

In conclusion, cost savings has been realized as a result of
reductions in manpower, equipment, real estate and energy
usage in the Material Control Department. As a result of
“Process Lanes,” material handling will be reduced by as
much as 30%.

-4-



II.

D. ACCURACY CONTROL

The Accuracy Control Department is a newly formed group con-
sisting of four qualified engineers. The efforts of this
group are aimed at development of accuracy standards and
assembly sequences to be used by each production stage for
proper accuracy control.

Studying and implementing tools and jigs which will assist
in maintaining accuracy is another function of the group.

Development of “forms” has also been beneficial. These
forms contain pertinent feed-back information required from
each work stage to assist in monitoring accuracy of each
work center.

These efforts have already resulted in the ability of Avon-
dale to produce true, accurate hull unit assemblies
(Category 1) in a neat condition at the assembly stage of
construction. The erection of units without stock will
result in a considerable savings of time and cost at the
erection stage.

The Accuracy Group interfaces with all departments of the
shipyard. For example, they have been instrumental in up-
dating expansion factors used in the Moldloft for parts
generation. They have, through a feed-back system to the
Design Engineering Department, caused design changes which
have resulted in cost savings. While monitoring the work at
various stages, they have determined certain items of work
which should be routed through other “Process Lanes” for
improved cost. This information is then fed back to the
Production Planning Group for revision in work breakdown
structure.

These are only a few of the many functions of the group.
Some extend beyond the scope of Accuracy Control. These are
fall-out benefits which

To date, the results of
successful in improving
work being performed at

CONCLUSION

The presentations of
changes adopted from
dale. Some of these
them were influenced

today

also contribute to cost reductions.

this group have shown to be very
dimensional and accuracy control of
Avondale Shipyards.

will reflect in detail many of the
the transfer of IHI technology at Avon-
systems existed previously, but changes to
by IHI. The systems that will be Pres-

ented are currently being used at Avondale Shipyards. They
have resulted in improved planning and scheduling, increased
productivity, and reduction in costs.

-5-
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PRODUCTION ENGINEERING

I. WORK ORDER ESTIMATING AND PREPARATION

A. THE WORK ORDER SYSTEM AT AVONDALE SHIPYARDS, INC.

The Work Order is management’s primary means to initiate all
production work, monitor cost, progress against schedule,
and efficiency.

The document is prepared by the Production Engineering
Department and appears in two different forms which are:

1. Shop Order - (VIEW GRAPH NO. OIPE) - used primarily for
packages of work to be accomplished at a specific machine
within a work center, such as a lathe in the machine
shop, or at a numerical control burning machine.

2. Work Order - (VIEW GRAPH NO. 02PE) - used primarily
when the work effort has progressed beyond the pre-
fabrication stage and usually describes fabrication,
assembly, erection or installation work.

For the purposes of this presentation; we will address the
system as it applies to estimate preparation and cost moni-
toring, primarily of hull work. This is the area most
affected by that aspect of the IHI technology transfer
as Process Lanes.

B. PREREQUISITE PRODUCTION EFFORT

known

Before the work order can be prepared and used as a cost
collection “tool,” certain other production functions must,
in order of priority, take place. So that a better under-
standing of the Production Engineering effort required in
the preparation of the work order, its contents, and usage
of cost collection, a brief summary of those requirements
will be addressed.

1. Master Plan - developed from a meeting, or series of
meetings, attended by those in Production and Engineering
management outlining the specific major contractual
requirements of the job, such as key event dates leading
up to and including delivery, where delivery is to take
place, and any special criteria for review regarding the
formation and development of schedules and proposed
methods of construction.



2. Hull Unit Arrangement - a breakdown of the hull configur-
ation into smaller locks called modules or units -
prepared by the Production Planning Section.
(VIEW GMPHNO. 03PE)

3. Hull Unit Summary - prepared by the Production Planning
Section - describes in detail how, and at which work
center, the hull unit construction will take place.
(VIEW GRAPH NO. 04PE)

4. Long Term Schedules - prepared by the Production Planning
Section to reflect the best overall construction schedule
consistent with criteria set forth by the Hull Unit
Summary and at the same time providing for work center
level loading for steady flow of product and a constant
level of manning.

5. Short Term Schedule - a hull work schedule produced
mainly for final level loading of the work center, and
published by the shop or work center planner under the
direction of the area manufacturing superintendent to
insure a steady day-by-day flow of material and manufact-
ured product.

6. Unit Weight Calculation - prepared by the Hull and Struc-
tural Section of the Design Engineering Department.
Effort includes LCG, VC.G and TCG. 

7. Contract Specifications and Developed Engineering
Drawings - prepared and furnished to the Production
Department by Contract Administration and the various
Design Engineering groups. -

8. Unit Control Manual (UCM) - a set of construction
drawings prepared by the Numerical Control and Moldloft
Section to reflect the required construction information
in booklet form for each stage of hull unit construction
for each of the hull units as described in the Hull Unit
Summary.

9. Production Plan (VIEW GRAPH NO. 05PE) and Summary
Estimate VIEW GRAPH NO. 06PE) - a detailed breadkdown
of direct labor in manhours prepared by the Production
Engineering Section. The Production Plan allocates the
overall manhour budget for each vessel of a contract
divided into trade or craft cost groups, sub-groups, and
items in accordance with work/cost center schedules, out-
fitting schedules, and the Cost Code Manual produced and
maintained by the Comptroller. The Summary Estimate is
prepared as the “top sheet” of the Production Plan and
summarizes the craft budget totals.

- 2 -



C. THE PRODUCTION ENGINEER

Within the Avondale Production Engineering Department is the
individual Production Engineer. The responsibility of each
individual engineer varies between craft or discipline and
is basically subdivided between three (3) distinct sections
the three sections being Hull, Outfitting, and Mechani-

cal. Each section works from standards which have been
developed from past history and are experienced with problem
solving relative to their work. Although the standards and
problems vary between the sections, there are those respon-
sibilities which are common to all three. Those are:

working drawing take-offs and preparation of direct
labor cost estimates;

the preparation of work orders to the various manu-
facturing facilities in accordance with the production
Plan and the various hull, outfitting, machinery, and
testing schedules;

to assist the planning engineers with required direct
labor manhour estimates or manning requirements that
may be required in the preparation of schedules and
information regarding the most economical and practi-
cal manufacturing areas in which to place construction;

to monitor the production progress of the program and
take necessary steps to insure its scheduled comple-
tion in a timely and economical manner;

to work closely with the Design Engineering Depart-
ment, especially in the early stages of design, to
insure the incorporation into the design of estab-
lished economical production techniques and practices;

to study the various prepared cost reports to stay
abreast of the direct labor expenditures relevlant to
the program to which he or she is assigned;

 to prepare cost projections as may be required by
management;

work sampling as required in the analysis of work
order cost returns to determine production efficiency
and verification of work standards;

to make
effort,

and/or propose changes in the production
where cost overruns are projected;

-3-



II.

- last, and perhaps the most important, is to assume the
initiative, that as a production engineer, ALL
DEPARTMENTS WORK FOR HIM, to the extent that if he or 
she is, in fact, actively striving for the highest
production efficiency, best possible cost, and to make
a profit, all departments will give him their coopera-
tion; and that he or she should provide the leaders
toward a profitable contract, and in this sense, set
the example and strive to extract from all departments
their best effort.

HULL WORK COST COLLECTION AND MONITORING

The work order (VIEW GRAPH NO. 07PE) is prepared by the
Production Engineer for a specified portion of hull construc-
tion and reflects the following criteria:

- job number;

cost group, sub-group, item number and vessel number
(obtained from production plan);

weight (in tons) obtained from the Ship Production &
Control Report (SPAC);

manhour estimate, prepared by the Production Engineer
through detailed drawing take-off and “weighted with the
production plan manhour-per-ton estimates for the stage
of construction and work/cost center. This individual
work order estimate has the net effect of issuing the
manhours (reflected to the cost “item” level in the
production plan) to the manufacturing superintendent in
small, measured increments which can be more closely
monitored.

indicates the work/cost center and authorizes the 
manufacturing superintendent to accomplish the work;

- describes the work to be accomplished based on instruc-
tions contained in the Hull
construction details;

Unit Summary and the UCM

indicates the starting date
from the short or long term

and completion date obtained
schedules;

serial number - gives the work order identity for data
processing tracking and control;

-4-



III.

vehicle for accumulating the daily direct labor cost
expended toward the work effort. When the Production
Engineer releases the work order to the work center, a
copy goes to the Data Processing Department where D/P
cards are key punched with the cost codes, estimate,
weight, serial number, etc., which is returned to the
Production Engineering Department affixed to the superin-
tendent’s copy. Data Processing also enters the work
order into the computer data base. As the work pre-
scribed in the text of the work order progresses, the
direct labor manhours are “entered” directly into the
computer data base by the work/cost center superintendent
at a local terminal. The computer accumulates the man-
hour charges and D/P printouts are run on a daily basis
and forwarded to the Production Engineer for continuous
monitoring of progress regarding percent completion and
cost (actual spending versus estimate). D/P printouts
can be sorted in various ways to facilitate overall job
monitoring such as the listing of all “active” work
orders on one report and all “closed” work orders on
another (VIEW GRAPH NO. 08PE). The daily reports are
used to monitor individual work order efficiency and
progress, whereas the “closed” and “active” reports are
used for determining overall Percent completion and a
projection

PROCESS LANES

on work remaining to be accomplished.

A. ESTABLISHMENT OF WORK/COST CENTER

Details of the establishment of that portion of the IHI
technology transfer called Process Lanes were presented at a
previous seminar. However, in order to clearly present
Avondale’s work/cost center ideas, a brief review of the
Process Lanes concept and implementation is necessary.

One of the most important functions of the Planning Section
is to prepare “unit” or “module” arrangement drawings for
the purpose of further detailed planning, engineering,
weight calculations, and categorization. (VIEW GRAPH
NO. 09PE)

Categorization of these “units” or “modules” in accordance
with the Process Lanes concept then becomes an “early on”
effort for purposes of sequencing or “level loading” the
various work centers.

By definition, categorization (as it applies to hull con-
struction) is the separation of, and placing into, specified
groups, like or similar kinds of work. Reviewing briefly

-5-



what you have seen and heard in the previous seminars, the
six basic unit categories are: (VIEW GRAPH NO. 10PE)

- Category #l - typical flat panel units such as coffer-
dam bulkheads, mid-body double bottoms, mid-body
longitudinal bulkhead side shell units.

- Category #2 - curved side shell or wing tank sections.

- Category #3 - machinery space flats with side shell
and/or bulkheads below and all superstructure units.

- Category #4 -

- Category #5 -
bottoms.

- Category #6 -
skegs, etc.

It is this grouping

fore and afterpeaks.

engine room and machinery space double

miscellaneous bulwarks, bilge keels,

of similar kinds of work, and the
assigning of a specific work center to accommodate each
group of work, that has enabled Avondale to now consider
each work center a cost center. In the past at Avondale, a 
given work center could not be a specific cost center
because the types of construction at each work center varied
too widely. For example, a given work center might do fabr-
ication work as well as sub-assembly work. Another work
center might do all main assembly work but be saddled with
everything from 200-ton afterpeaks to 50-ton cofferdam bulk-
heads or 5-ton margin plates. The cost per ton varied too
widely to be trackable from the standpoint of monitoring
work center efficiency, and because the work varied so
widely, the anticipated learning curve multi-hull savings
were not experienced.

The flow of varied kinds of material, both prefabricated
steel and purchased outfitting, was inefficient and costly.

Process Lanes now has provided a specific work/cost center
for fabrication, sub-assembly, pre-outfitting, and main
assembly for each of the six (6) major categories of work as 
shown on VIEW GRAPH NO. llPE.

Each of these work centers has been assigned a unique cost
code which is carried by the individual work order when
issued to the work center for construction of a specific
block of work.

Each work/cost center is assigned a “target” direct labor
manhour budget which is based on the targeted construction
tonnage planned for that work center through the efforts of

-6-



shop or platen loading.As shown in VIEW GRAPH NO. 12PE,
charts are prepared for each work center indicating the
projected budget and tonnage.

As work progresses throughout the contract, cost returns are
monitored in terms of manhour-per-ton efficiency on a weekly
basis. The “actuals” are recorded on data sheets shown on
VIEW GRAPH NO. 13PE.

Actual accumulated completed tonnage and cost from CLOSED
work orders are recorded, as well as the estimated manhours
from the same orders. In addition, the shop planners at
each work center turn in reports recording the physical
effort of work (tonnage) completed at that specific work
center through the close of business the previous week. The
total accumulated actual manhours, as well as “period
actual” manhours, are recorded to develop the efficiency for
the period.

From the data sheets, the curves as shown in VIEW GRAPH
NO. 14PE are plotted to reflect actual accumulated manhour
spending, along with accumulated tonnage produced.

Management is now in a position to observe not only the
progress of the job in terms of projected cost, but to
determine the overall efficiency of the work center and its
supervision.

It is important to note that hull construction cost is no
longer collected by piece or item. In the past, the policy
was to issue work orders for the fabrication of, and collect
cost for, individual ship parts or items such as floors, or
girders, or web frames. This effort created literal moun-
tains of paperwork for more departments than Production
Engineering. That policy has been discarded for the Process
Lanes category concept whereby we now ony want to know:

- what does fabrication cost for category one (1)
construction? (one work/cost center)

- what does sub-assembly cost for category one (1)
construction? (one work/cost center)

- what does main assembly cost for category one (1) 
construction? (one work/cost center)

- what does erection cost for category one (1)
construction?

and so on for the other categories of

-7-
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What are the benefits:

- less work orders to prepare, issue and monitor;

- less paperwork for field supervision and Data Proces-
sing to manage;

cost returns that are meaningful and usable for those
who must use cost history to prepare estimates for
future bid documents;

the manhour per ton efficiency ratio thus established
for category four (4) construction of afterpeaks or
forepeaks, for example, is usable for all construction
of similar types of ships;

the manhour per ton ratio established for category 
(1) construction is again a very usable standard for
future bid estimates for like kinds of ships.

IV. LINE HEATING

The IHI technology of line heating has become a cost effective
procedure since Avondale’s transition from the conventional
Blacksmith Shop furnacing and jig forming methods.

After the decision was made to study the line heating techn-
ology, Avondale committed the Blacksmith Shop supervisor and
four (4) of his workers to the program. With the very capable
assistance of the IHI representatives, they progressed in only
four (4) months to the point of being “self starters” and could
successfully apply the technology on their own. It should be
noted here that the people thus trained were already experi-
enced in conventional furnace type plate and structural forming

Since adapting the program, the group manning the line heating.
station has grown to seven (7) (which includes two in trainin
and is steadily gaining in efficiency.

For comparison, the cost of plate forming using the conven-
tional furnace methods was 16.61 manhours per plate average.
On the first contract where the line heating technology was
implemented, Avondale formed 451 plates at an average cost of
16.56 manhours per plate. This was only slightly less than the
conventional furnacing cost when considering direct labor; how-
ever, it should be noted that there was an appreciable savings
in construction of plate forming jigs. Previous cost history
reflected a direct labor savings of 60 manhours per jig, not
including material dollars. This was considered to be savings
enough to warrant continuation and refinement of the program.
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On the present contract now making full use of the technology,
Avondale’s direct labor cost has dropped to an average of 11.6
manhours per plate on the first vessel and 10.0 manhours per
plate on the second vessel. This represents a 39% decrease in
Avondale’s direct labor plate forming cost (excluding jigs)
which is substantial.

In closing, it should be noted that Avondale’s line heating
group has succeeded in developing its own program technology to
line heat form the twist in all shipbuilding structural.
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MOLDLOFT, PRODUCTION CONTROL, ACCURACY CONTROL
MOLDLOFT

I. INTRODUCTION

Moldloft management worked with IHI technicians for a period of
two years during which time there was an interface of Japanese
and American shipbuilding concepts and methodology. Those two
years of work resulted in many innovations in the Moldloft.

Many of these innovations were easily merged into, or replaced,
existing systems in the Moldloft. Those procedures that were
totally unusable because of the vast differences in our two
computer systems were dissected and modified to suit ASI needs
while trying to retain the original IHI concepts. Change was
implemented only in an effort to either improve the existing
ASI system or to replace an existing system with a more
efficient one. Those procedures, that we felt were efficient,
accurate, and cost effective to the company, were retained.
Therefore, the system that ultimately evolved for the present
Exxon contract was not solely IHI but IHI or a combination of
ASI and IHI, and sometimes totally Avondale procedures. In
general, the close scrutiny we gave the entire Moldloft
operation prodded us to become more efficient.

Additional manning was required for some procedures such as
steel tape production; some areas were a trade-off in man-

power Manhours utilized for line heat templates were
partially absorbed by the elimination of steel plate forming
jigs. Key line data resulted in an increase in manhours spent
but, again, the implementation of pin jig data reduced the N/C
coding and nesting effort necessary for the conventional fabri-
cation jigs used in the past.

The greatest additional cost incurred by the Moldloft was the
formation of the Unit Control Manual group. This group pro-
vides the yard with the fabrication drawings for all stages of
ship construction, plus all of the data necessary to cut struc-
tural and plates for the vessels. The UCM concept, although
not directly a result of IHI technology, was developed in
conjunction with the various IHI systems. The UCM concept was
also compatible with the Japanese idea of “stage plans” which
are drawings relating to each stage of ship construction and
following the “need to know” philosophy.



A.

B.

NEW TECHNOLOGY IN MOLDLOFT AS A RESULT OF IHI’s INFLUENCE
VIEW GRAPH  NO. ML-l):

steel tape system,

key lines,

line heating method,

scheduling by stages,

Moldloft planning,

pin jig utilization,

shrinkage factor,

piece numbering system.

IHI IMPACT ON MOLDLOFT SECTIONS: (VIEW GMPH NO. ML-2)

1.

2.

3.

Numerical Control Group

- pin jigs,

- key line data,

expansion factor,

steel tape date.

Unit Control Manual Group

stage plans.

Conventional Moldloft

steel tape production,

- line heat templates,

- key line tapes.

Impact to N/C programming work was minimal. Differences in the
computer systems at IHI and Avondale prohibited any merger or
adoption of Japanese N/C methods. What we did discover is that
in most areas we were comparable in N/C capabilities. Special-
ized programs were formulated by members of our N/C programming
group to create the data required for production of steel tapes
and key line. In the future, we hope to automate these areas
which will be most cost effective for the lofting operation.
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Impact to the Nesting Department by implementation of IHI was
minimal. Some recommendations for preliminarily ordering steel
and sequence of nesting were studied with the results being
beneficial to the process lanes concept on future contracts.
Accuracy control dimensions and accuracy check points for N/C
burning-tapes were incorporated into the system as a result of
the Accuracy Control Section.

IHI’s greatest influence on the conventional Moldloft resulted
in the additional responsibility of producing line heating
templates and the production of steel tapes.

II. ENGINEERING STANDARDS

The object of implementing engineering standards was to reduce
the amount of different configurations found on engineering
drawings and to give the draftsmen and loftsmen guides to
improve efficiency and consistency in their work output.
Through constant use, these standards also ultimately become
recognizable to the workers in the yard.

Many areas of the engineering drawing were standardized. A
committee of Loft and Engineering representatives spent many
manhours and countless discussions reviewing past practices
regarding standards. Were these practices consistent? Were
they easy to use? Were they practical in application for field
use? What new areas could be standardized that may have been
overlooked? These meetings pointed the direction that we
anticipated we would follow in defining a new set of ASI
engineering standards.

Previous contracts were reviewed and all of those structural
cutouts for side shell longitudinal, etc., that were used in
the past, were scrutinized. Data used in the SPADES program
was also involved. One of our objectives was to have a corres-
pondence between the symbolism used in the SPADES data base and
the notation used on the engineering drawings. This concept
would give the N/C coder instant reference to the applicable
cutout if for some reason the data base could not be used.
Collars and clips for the cutouts were defined such that there
would be a relationship to the cutout that indicated material

 thickness, welding process, and piece codes. (VIEW GRAPH NO.
ML-3)

Air holes and drain holes, along with snipe sizes, were com-
pressed into as few different entities as possible. Special
notations for identification were also provided as to the
designation of holes. HO-3 (VIEW GRAPH NO. ML-4) and HO-23
(VIEW GRAPH NO. ML-5), for example, indicate a specific size
hole, distance from the edge of the member where hole appears,
and in some cases references to the nearest frame.
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Brackets were categorized into hard nose, soft nose, and
chocks. This type of standard indicates reinforcement, if
required, in the form of a flat bar. If this type bracket is
required, all dimensions for the bracket, piece code, welding
to the parent member, and size and piece code of the rein-
forcing flat bar are indicated. These brackets are coded onc
by the Loft and recalled as often as necessary for each unit 
the ship.

Past experience proved that the number of configurations for
stiffener end cuts was too great. This area of standarizatio
was attacked vigorously by Engineering and the Loft until a
viable system with a reasonable amount of end cuts existed
(VIEW GRAPH NO. ML-6). This system is now being used on the
Exxon contract with good returns for cost and an almost negli
ible percentage of errors. Manhours used for producing
sketches to cut structural have also been drastically reduce
with more consistency evident in their output.

III. MOLDLOFT STANDARDS

A set of moldloft standards for working procedures was
developed by the Loft for each group within the Loft structure

- N/C Programmers,

- Nesting,

- UCM Group,

- Conventional Moldloft.

As these standards were developed, each one was carefully
reviewed by those departments influenced by the standard. The
standards system in the Moldloft served as a “how to guide" for
all Loft personnel (VIEW GRAPH NOS. ML-7, 8, 9). Periodi-
cally, new standards are added to our archives, reviewed and
implemented. We find that the standards have reduced the
supervisors' time spent answering routine, procedural type
questions. More consistency is evident in our work, with a
good reduction in errors.

IV SCHEDULING

Development of process lanes, level loading at stages, and shop
planning forced the Loft to do detailed planning for the Exxon
contract very early. We examined scantling drawings and any
other pertinent data available to us. Based on this data, we
made preliminary schedules for:
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- N/C Parts Generation (by unit),

- N/C Nesting (number of burning tapes),

- UCM Group (number of documents),

- Shell Plates.

These schedules were level loaded
also considered at this time.

and manned. CRT hardware

As more detailed drawings were received, we enhanced our
preliminary planning effort to include such items as number
shell plates that had to be line heated, rolled or formed,

was

of

stock requirements were also considered and a list of raw
material sizes provided to Engineering.

As GRAPH NO. ML-10 illustrates, we categorized the curved
shell plates according to the area of the vessel on which
appeared:

- Afterbody,

- Engine Room,

- Cargo Area,

- Forebody.

they

Once this was accomplished, we isolated each type bending,
rolling, or heating process (VIEW GRAPH NO. ML-11). This
data provided us with a chart that indicated percentages and
quantities for each process. Applying manhours required for
each operation against these figures enabled us to produce a
level loaded schedule (VIEW GRAPH NO. ML-12) that reflected
the Blacksmith Shop and Plate Shop capabilities.

Other detail schedules were produced for each stage that
utilizes information produced by the Moldloft. Schedules were
provided for:

- Completion of N/C Parts,

- Completion of Burning Tapes,

- Completion of Templates,

- Completion of Key Line Tapes,

- Jig Scheduling.
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The seven UCM documents that had to be produced were separat
scheduled based on level loaded shop and production schedule
On past contracts, the Loft had only to provide pre-fab info
ation to the yard. On the Exxon job, we scheduled each stag
of the UCM according to its function:

- Pre-fabrication Cutting List,

- Partial Sub Unit Drawings,

- Sub Assembly Drawings,

- Main Assembly Drawings,

- Erection Drawings,

- Panel Line Drawings,

- Lifting Lug Arrangements.

To date, the Loft has adequately met its schedule requiremen
to the yard. In those areas requiring extensive changes to
units, etc., we now have the visibility, based on detailed
scheduling, to foresee problem areas. As this occurs, we can
inform the shop planners so that production schedules can be
modified with as little disruption as possible.

v . PIECE NUMBER SYSTEM

The piece marking system adopted by Avondale serves two basic
purposes:

There

it identifies material by use of a unique piece number;
and

it identifies the routing of a part or an assembly
through the various stages of fabrication and erection.

are four basic components used in the piece numbering:

unit number,

sub-unit number,

partial sub-unit

piece number.

number,
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Individual pieces are fabricated together to form
sub-units. The combination of partial sub-units with other
partial sub-units and/or individual pieces, depending on the
fabrication site, create a uniquely numbered, larger partial
sub-unit. The fabrication of a sub-assembly to another sub-
assembly, partial sub-units, and/or individual pieces, if done
in the sub-assembly area, will create another unique sub-unit.
If the work is done at the main assembly site, the result is
the main assembly of the unit.

In all cases, the location of the fabrication work done on
pieces or assemblies determines the type of assembly produced.
If the work is done on an initial fabrication platen, then the
result is a partial sub-unit (PSU). If fabrication is done on
a sub/main assembly platen, the result is sub-assembly and
likewise to main assembly.

An individual piece (before fabrication) will always have the
following numbering configuration (VIEW GRAPH NO. ML-14).

Unit No. - Sub-Unit No. - Partial Sub-Unit No. - Piece No.

Ex. #003 - 001 - 017 - 143

A partial sub-unit will always have this configuration:

Unit No. - Sub-Unit No. - Partial Sub-Unit No.

Ex. #003 - 001 - 017

(NOTE : After initial fabrication, the resulting assembly
loses its individual piece number identities.)

A sub-unit will have the following configuration:

Unit No. - Sub-Unit No.

Ex. #003 - 001

(NOTE : P.S.U. identities no longer needed after fabricated
to crest sub-unit.)

A main assembly or erection numbering configuration is:

Unit No.

Ex. #003

A special notation is used for any fabrication of loose items
or partial sub-units done at the erection site during the
erection of the unit.
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If a loose item is to be added to the unit at the time of er
tion, the piece number will fall between 900 and 999 (Ex. #0
- 000 - 000 - 915). This piece, without prior fabrication t
another piece, is sent directly to the erection site where i
will be fabricated to the unit.

If a partial sub-unit is welded to the unit at the time of
erection, the partial sub-unit portion of the piece number w
be between 900 and 999 (Ex. #003 - 000 - 902). This partial
sub-unit was fabricated on one of the initial fabrication
platens, then shipped to the erection site.

Examples of the various piece number configurations can be s
on the following pages.

As we have seen in the previous examples, the information giv
by the piece numbers explicitly indicates not only the unique
identity of a part or assembly, but also its next designation
in terms of fabrication. Therefore, it is extremely importan
that all of the piece marks be considered when referring to a
part or assembly. Remember, zeros cannot be omitted - they a
an integral part of the piece number.

Due to our new piece numbering system, quantity of labeling o
the steel has been greatly reduced. The following is an
example of the old and new labeling concepts:

Old Labeling Concept:

1 - 2 - 330 (Unit 1, Sub-Unit 2, Pc 330)
Det. 17A Dwg. 11-03-06
AH-32 1/2” plate
C1-15 Hull 1

Total - 47 characters

New Labeling Concept:

1 - 2 - 3 - 330 (Unit 1, Sub-Unit 2, P.S.U. 3, Pc 330)
AH-32 1/2” plate
Exxon Hull 1

Total - 29 characters

The Hull Engineering Section uses the following symbolic
references on the yard plans and the unit parts lists in orde
to help clarify piece numbering at the various stages of
construction:
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Symbolic Logic

none

Stage Name Function

hull erection

sub-unit sub-assembly

(large or combined)
partial sub-unit fabrication

partial sub-unit fabrication

piece pre-fabrication

These symbol notations have been utilized in the following
example of our piece marking system - broken down from the
individual piece level through the erection stage.

This chart (VIEW GRAPH NO. ML-14) gives accurate examples for
Unit No. 1 on the Exxon contract. However, all types of
routing are not shown here because the omitted situations do
not apply to Unit No. 1. They are as follows:

- An individual piece being routed directly to the erection
site - to be installed at the time of erection of the unit.

(Ex . Piece Number #001-000-000-953
The nine-hundred part number identifies this piece to be
installed at the erection stage.)

- A partial sub-unit being routed to the erection site - to
be installed at the time of the unit’s erection.

(Ex. P.S.U. Number #001-000-905
Again, the nine-hundred number of the partial sub-unit
identifies this assembly to be installed at the erection
stage.)

- Two or more sub-assemblies that are combined to form one
large sub-assembly. This entire effort would be accomp-
lished at the sub-assembly site.

(Ex . Sub-Assembly Numbers #001-003 and #001-004,
combining to make sub-assembly #001-002.)

- A series of “loose” items that are to be fabricated
together at the sub-assembly, main assembly or erection
site prior to the actual sub, main assembly or erection
work that is to be done. A notation in the “remarks”
column in the Unit Parts List will identify these items as
those to be treated in a special manner. The notation
will read as follows:
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“SPECIAL FAB PANEL," “SPECIAL FAB WEB,” etc. , depend
on the type of material being fabricated.

VI. MOLDLOFT PLANNING GROUP

The establishment of the Moldloft Planning Group was an IHI
innovation that was necessitated by the huge amount of data
flowing through the Moldloft from other departments.

This data was previously processed by supervision and parts
programmers. Often, in screening the various documents, a la
of continuity was evident in the Loft’s output. With the
establishment of the Planning Group and the use of standards,
we now find more consistency in our work with a reduction in
errors. Functions of the Planning Group are to:

review and screen all documents utilized by the Loft;

indicate processing data for each part of the vessel;

determine the shrinkage factor to be used by programmers
and loftsmen at each stage;

indicate and research where steel tapes are to be applie
and assign steel tape numbers;

review revisions;

review and keep records of drawing discrepancies, “red
lining” these areas for caution by the drawing user;

verify stock requirements for each stage of construction

monitor problem areas and point out these tendencies to
help avoid problems in the future;

feed back to the various departments discrepancies found
on their documents.

(VIEW GRAPH NO. ML-13) In conclusion, the planning effort
has increased overall efficiency in the Loft’s work while
providing consistency of format.

VII. STEEL TAPE SYSTEM

To maintain continuity across units during the construction
stages and to assure the accuracy of panels, etc., Avondale h
adopted the use of “Steel Tapes” as a measuring medium. Thes



steel bands are provided for all stages of ship construction.
They relieve the steel worker of conventional measures and
eliminate costly errors in mis-read dimensions. Since the same
information is used over a number of units, more consistency in
construction becomes possible.

Steel tapes are normally provided at: (VIEW GMPHNO. ML-15)

- transverse butts,

- erection seams,

- transverse bulkheads,

- decks,

- longitudinal bulkheads,

- longitudinal girders,

- diagonals for checking accuracy in jigs.

Each steel tape is uniquely numbered with one side of the tape
providing finished dimensions and the other side of the tape
providing “expanded” dimenions before welding occurs. UCM
documents guide the workers by indicating where and what steel
tapes are to be used. Steel tapes are marked with a scratch
awl and show locations of: (VIEW GRAPH NO. ML-16)

- frames,

- seams,

- girders,

- longitudinal,

- decks,

- stringers,

- special structure.

Steel tapes are produced in the conventional loft utilizing “
special computer programs. These programs provide the loftsman
with a “printout” that he uses on a specially constructed
table. Average time to produce and validate a steel tape is
approximately three hours. Duplicate tapes are provided for
those areas where more than one platen requires the same tape.
Number of steel tapes produced to date on the Exxon contract is
242. Manhours saved by the field are irmneasurable by the
utilization of the steel tape method. Time normally consumed
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by workers having to measure and read precise dimensions is
saved. More continuity within and across units is assured by
utilizing steel tapes. Less interpretations of dimensions on
drawings is required, and a high degree of accuracy is assured.

VIII.PIN JIGS

An item that has reduced some of the cost of N/C coding and
nesting has been the implementation of pin jigs at ASI. Prior
to the Exxon contract, all fabrication jigs were cut from plate
and assembled in an assigned area. This operation was costly
to the yard because of manhours and material involved with the
actual fabrication, storage, and cutting of steel for the jig.
Moldloft costs were also involved because all jigs were N/C
burned.

The pin jig concept has reduced these costs by approximately
50% (VIEW GRAPH NO. ML-17). Computer output for the pin jig
grid and heights is provided for the yard via the SPADES pin

(jig program VIEW GRAPH NOS. ML-18 THROUGH ML-22). Line
heating technology used to produce accurately formed shell
plates assures that the shell plates will conform to the
contour established by the pin jig. The key line method of
checking layouts assures that the N/C layout on the plating is
accurate. The configuration of the Exxon vessel is such that
42 “solid jigs” would have been normally required. Pin jig
implementation reduced this number by 50%.

The Moldloft has monitored the accuracy of finished units
fabricated in pin jigs. We find the units to be satisfactory
in shape and dimensionally accurate. Some of these units are
presently being erected unto the Exxon vessel with good results.

IX. SHRINKAGE FACTOR FOR WELDING

One of the prime objectives in-our studies with IHI was to
produce more accurate output pretaining to welding shrinkage
factors. Over the past fifteen- years, based on feedback from
the field, we have modified these factors many times, sometimes
adding extra material, sometimes reducing material as condi-
tions warranted. This data was assembled and examined by a
committee of Avondale supervisors and IHI experts. Many
meetings were held to examine past performance at Avondale
against present practices at IHI. In general, our conclusion
were that basically our expansion factors were adeauate but
could
being

be refined. At this-point, we examined closely what was
done in Japan and found these differences in our method:
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- Japanese shipbuilders did not introduce any factor into
structural components (i.e. angles, tee beams, etc.).

- Expansion factor was added according to stage (i.e. factor
required at PSU stage was utilized but some excess
remained for sub-assembly, if required).

- A factor was introduced for line heating.

- Different factors were used for manual and automatic
welding.

As a result of this input, we developed a table that is a
compromise between ASI methods and IHI methods. This table is
based on number of stiffeners, amount of welding (VIEW GRAPH
NOS. ML-23 & ML-24), thickness of plate, and length of plate
to be welded. We feel this system is far superior to what we
have done in the past. As our experience increases on Exxon
and as we receive feedback from the yard, these tables will
expand to encompass such items as type of welding and
beveling. We impressed on the field that it is vitally impor-
tant that no other factors, such as opening butts, etc., be
introduced so that accuracy control can be maintained and feed-
back to the Moldloft will be meaningful.

X. LINE HEATING

Line heating is very effective and works on sound scientific
principals. It can be used to move and mold steel into many
shapes. Proper application of line heating can produce rolled,
twisted and compound shaped plates or any combination of these
(VIEW GRAPH NO. ML-25); but, it is a procedure that takes
workers time to become efficient.

The Moldloft provides roll templates with sight edges shown
(VIEW GRAPH NO. ML-26) (usually made at frame lines), with a
plane established approximately normal to the roll axis, with a
sight line and the declevity angle the template will be held to
the plate. The roll set portion gives the desired transverse
shape. The plane gives the amount of twist. The sight line,
or thread line, gives the amount of compound shape. A plate
has the correct shape only when the roll sets fit the plate
completely at the prescribed declevity, the plane is sighted to
be a good flat plane, and the thread or sight line is straight.
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XI.

Due to the introduction of line heating technology, the Mold-
loft had experienced a substantial reduction in the number of
costly steel jigs required for forming shell plates. We have
also monitored those units requiring line heated shell plates
on the present Exxon contract and find that the shell plating
fit significantly more accurately than on previous contracts.
Naturally, we will realize a considerable savings in manhours
at the assembly stage of construction.

UNIT CONTROL MANUAL

The Unit Control manual is a group of seven individual docu-
ments produced by the Moldloft and designed to be used by the
yard workers in every stage of hull construction from pre-
fabrication to erection. The UCM is an instructional plan for
each unit of the vessel that isolates each stage of construc-
tion. The objective of the UCM is to “break down” the
engineering “yard plan” into basic components so that the
average worker in the shipyard can understand and follow simple
instructions.

Two years of development went into the final format of the UCM
documents. Upon the arrival of IHI’s team of technicians in
the Moldloft, the UCM was being utilized on the Zapata dredge
and was in its infancy. IHI recommended as part of its techn-
ology transfer that Avondale Shipyards adopt the “stage plan”
concept of drawings. The UCM was then introduced to IHI and
found by IHI to be the media that would be further developed by
the Loft. Many significant recommendations were suggested by
IHI and introduced into the UCM. Items such as vital dimen-
sions for accuracy control, steel tape marking, dimensioning,
etc. were incorporated into the basic UCM concept. These
refinements helped improve the UCM and provided to the yard
more information than on previous contracts.

The different booklets produced can be categorized by stage:
(VIEW GRAPH NO. 27)

pre-fabrication (steel cutting),

partial sub assembly stage (fabrication),

sub assembly stage,

main assembly stage,

erection stage.

Since each of these functions is unique., the format of the UCM
is arranged so that each stage can be addressed independently.
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UCM production is accomplished by the use of the SPADES Numeri-
cal Control System and the CADAM interactive graphics system.
Special programs were written by ASI to develop interfaces that
allow the merger of these two systems. Loft personnel were
trained to utilize the CADAM drawing system and some areas of
SPADES to produce the required documents.

A.

B.

GENERAL PROCEDURES FOR PRODUCING UCM’S

The data used for production of UCM booklets is stored in
the CADAM data base. The Numerical Control parts generation
group provides structural and plate components which are
stored in the computer and used as a base for the UCM shop
drawings. UCM production is interfaced with the SPADES data
base, so that the UCM draftsman can utilize as much data as
possible from the computer. Various components, as required
for the drawing, can be retrieved from the SPADES data base
and displayed simultaneously on the CRT screen. The merger
of these components and the addition of necessary details
creates the desired drawing. Each drawing is then filed by
module and sub-group into the CADAM files. The CADAM
standards file is constantly utilized. CADAM opera- tors
have easy access to such details as welding symbols and
bevels, standard end cut configurations, labeling and stif-
fener details. These details are “hung” directly on the
drawing without having to re-draw the various details each
time. As new standards are created, they are added to these
files. Final output is a hard copy of the drawing by mean~
of a Versatec electrostatic plotter. Turn around can be
within minutes when necessary. The books are then
assembled, copied and distributed by the Loft.

INFORMATION FOUND IN UCM DRAWINGS

Information that can be found in UCM drawings varies,
depending on stage.

1. Cutting Lists

Prior to the Exxon contract, Cutting Lists or “Unit
Books,” as they were called, were prepared by the Steel
Department, sent to the Loft, completed and returned to
the Steel Department. With the UCM concept, cutting
lists are prepared by utilizing the UPL from Engineering
with the Moldloft adding additional data as necessary to
complete the cutting lists. A total cutting package
includes UCM cutting lists, N/C burning tapes, structural
sketches, frame bending data, templates and pin jigs
data. Each unit is scheduled with its own “start pre-
fabrication” date as established by the shop planners in 
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accordance with the process lanes directive and level
loaded plate shop schedules. Continuity in checking
methods, associated with other stages at the part genera-
tion level, has helped us reduce the error rate of cut-
ting steel. Once pre-fabrication commences and steel is
being cut according to the schedule, the parts are palla
tized according to need date and sent to the various
platens where they will be used. Storage of parts in a
specified storage area has been virtually eliminated in
lieu of a smooth flow of material to the fabrication
platens (VIEW GRAPH NO. ML-28).

The Cutting List includes:

- material size and grade,

- quantity to be cut,

applicable hull number,

method of cutting,

thickness of material,

weight,

- special processing (VIEW GRAPH NO. ML-29),

- line heat,
- form,
- punch,

structural sketches,

- length or size of piece,

stage (by piece number),

- location,

stock amount and location.

C. FABRICATION DRAWINGS

The engineering yard plan communicates to the Loft the
detailed hull structural work that must be accomplished.
The yard plan format is by unit or module of the ship.
Utilizing the yard plan and UPL (Unit Parts List), the CADAM
draftsman in the UCM group will extract those details
required from the yard plan to produce a “shop drawing.”
Only that information, presented in its simplest form, is

D
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c .

given to the worker in the yard who will be doing the fabri-
cation. This limited amount of information, presented in
its simplest form, is given to the worker in the yard who
will be doing the fabrication. This limited amount of
information, without any frills, is contingent.with the IHI
philosophy of “need to know.” Many hours of drawing
research are eliminated with the end result being that the
supervisor in the yard spends more hours, directly over-
seeing the fabrication work. A less skilled worker can also
be used, since blueprint reading requirements are diminished
from the work platens.

The lowest level of fabrication in the system is identified
as the “Partial Sub Unit” or PSU level. A PSU can be as
simple as fabricating a flat bar to a bracket or as complex
as fabricating shaped floors to a girder. Each PSU has its
own UCM drawing

%
and unique identity in the system (VIEW

GRAPH NO. ML-3 ).

UCM, PSU fabrication drawings include the following data:

- flat plate assembly instructions,

accuracy control dimensions,

welding and bevel details,

special instructions,

stock locations and amount,

- declevity information,

- fitting details,

- location and orientation of stiffener on the part,

- list of material,

- material grade,

- identification number of steel tape (VIEW GRAPH
NO. ML-31).

SUB ASSEMBLY DRAWING

Sub-assembly is the assemblin~ of previouslv fabricated
partial
“loose”

sub-units to other partial sub-units and includes
parts that must be installed at that stage.
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UCM booklets are produced depicting this fabrication
and sent to the appropriate platens. These drawings
the following information: (VIEW GRAPH NO. ML-32)

proc
incl

welding instructions,

- parts list,

- fitting instructions,

accuracy control dimensions,

steel tapes,

- beveling requirements,

stock requirements,

special instructions,

- datum lines.

D. MAIN ASSEMBLY

Main assembly booklets include:

- isometric drawing of the unit (VIEW GRAPH NOS. ML-33
& ML-34),

- datum lines,

- parts list,

steel tape requirements,

welding and fitting details,

special fitting instructions,

accuracy control dimensions.

E. ERECTION DRAWINGS (VIEW GRAPH NOS. ML-35 & ML-36)

Erection drawings include the following:

isometric of unit,

special instructions for assembling to companion units

- loose piece table,
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XII.

welding and beveling,

steel tapes,

accuracy control requirements.

KEY LINE MARKING METHOD FOR CURVED SHELL UNITS

In order to completely achieve the Shell Jig System in the
shipyard, we have adopted the IHI curve shell marking method by
means of steel marking tapes.

It is our experience that in producing curve shell assemblies,
the following errors can occur:

errors caused by plate development,

errors caused by heat deformation,

marking errors caused by the N/C punching device,

- deformation caused by shrinkage and expansion through the
plate bending procedures.

Even if these errors are minute for one plate, the accumulated
errors will affect the entire assembly.

The use of the girth table is not enough to obtain accurate
curved shell, because the girth table indicates distances of
structures from centerline of the ship. Therefore, it is
impossible to determine what seam position should be the
starting point.

In order to obtain accurate curved units, the most significant
way is to establish two (2) key lines which are perpendicular
to each other on the curved shell.

SEE FIGURE 1 (VIEW GWPHNO. ML-37).

This marking method has the following advantages:

- accurate cutting on curved shell

- higher accuracy in the layout of

SEE FIGURE 2 (VIEW GRAPH NO. ML-38).

erection joints,

curved units.

All calculations for this marking system are generated through
the SPADES programming system.
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SEE FIGURES 3, 4 & 5 (VIEW GRAPH NOS. ML-39, ML-40, & ML-41)

This information is sent to the Moldloft where the finished
marking tape and degree templates are prepared.

A. MARKING METHOD

1. Step No. 1 - Marking Procedure of Key Line

a .

b.

c.

d.

Using the highest tape at the aft and forward butts
check the material size of each plate and the size 
the assembly.

Mark the key line points on the shell at the aft an
forward butts and at a frame nearest the center of 
unit. This frame is called the Key Frame.

SEE FIGURE 6.

Place the length tape along the three (3) points (A
t i c ) .

Connect points A and B with a thread line. Place t
key line-template along the key frame at the key
line. This procedure will check the longitudinal
curvature of the assembly.

SEE FIGURE 7 (VIEW GRAPH NO. ML:42).

2. Step No. 2 - Marking Procedure of the Vertical Lines

a. In order to establish an accurate key frame, the
vertical curvature of the assembly must be checked
first.

SEE FIGURE 8 (VIEW GRAPH NO. ML-43).

b. With the use of a beam compass and a set of three
dimensional lengths obtained through the N/C program
(FIGURE 3), mark points A and B from points C and D.

c. If the cross marks fall off the seam, this will
indicate either a bad cut or incorrect curvature.

d. If differences do exist, check the following items:

clearance between the shell plate and the jig,

- distance between corners of the starting plate an
the jig,
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B.

3.

4.

- heights of the pins,

- loose hanging edge of the shell plate,

recheck the assembly marking tape.

Step No. 3 - Marking Procedure of the Key Frame Line

SEE FIGURE 9 (VIEW GRAPH NO. ML-44)

a. Join points G and F with a thread and put the backset
template on the key line to check backset length and
the declevity of the frame.

b. The backset template at this point establishes point
H. Point H represents the intersection of the key
line and key frame.

c. With another thread, join points F, H and G. By
seeing through the threads, visualize a plane through
the three points to confirm the key frame. Mark
several points on the shell and, by using a wooden
batten, create the key frame.

SEE FIGURE 10 (VIEW GRAPH NO. ML-45).

Step No. 4 - Marking Procedure of Frame Lines and
Internal Structure Lines

SEE FIGURE 11 (VIEW GRAPH NO. ML-46).

a.

b.

c.

Taking the height tape, meet the key line mark on the
tape to the key line at each frame position. Mark all
height points of the internal structures, water lines,
and erection seam lines at every frame.

Taking the length tape, meet the key frame mark on the
tape to the key frame line. Mark all length points of
the internal lines, buttock lines, and erection butts.

Using a wooden batten, join all cross mark points to
get the frame lines, buttock lines, water lines,
internal structure and erection seam lines.

CONCLUSION

This concludes the Assembly Marking Method for Curved
Shell. At this point, all lines have been re-marked, even
if the line had been already marked by the N/C burning
machine. Good results from this marking system are being
realized as the Exxon ship is being erected. We are already
experiencing better alignment of internals across units with
less stock required on the units.
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XIII.CONCLUSION

In conclusion, what has been presented to you today are the
results of two years of hard work by many individuals. We a
excited about the many innovations implemented and what they
are doing for the shipyard. Our overall costs have been
reduced, accuracy has improved, and the time frame for fabri
cation and erection shortened. We anxiously look forward to
applying our new technology to future contracts with continu
growth.
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MOLDLOFT, PRODUCTION CONTROL, ACCURACY CONTROL
MATERIAL CONTROL (FIRST SESSION)

INTRODUCTION

Material Control is one of the most important functions for
shipbuilding. In this heavy industry, material costs account
for about 60% to 70% of all the shipbuilding costs. Therefore,
the material cost directly affects and may increase interest
payable, handling cost, storage area, as well as the disruption
of the production schedule and the cost of the material. The
fundamental targets for material control are the saving of
these undesirable surplus costs.

It is felt that the application of the IHI technology will
greatly implement cost savings through material control at
ASI. These cost savings are not necessarily to be realized in
the Material Control Branch itself, but throughout the various
crafts served by the Material Control Branch.

Material Control, Handling, and Delivery to implement the
process lanes concept is of extreme importance. As just one
example of this, I would like to stress, in statistical detail,
the type of savings to be generated from this applied technol-
ogy in the movement of steel from the plate shop to the process
lanes, and its resultant interactions.

The basic concept of good plant layout is effective material
flow. The objective is to minimize the number and length of
routes and eliminate any unnecessary movements such as back-
hauls, crosshauls, transfers, etc. Material flow problems can
arise because of changes in the design of a process, or may
develop because of gradual changes over time that finally mani-
fest themselves in terms of bottlenecks in production, crowded
conditions, poor housekeeping, failure to meet schedules, and a
high ratio of material handling time to production time.

The material flow analysis, which was performed at Avondale,
concentrates on some quantative measure of movement between
departments or activities. Since the shipyard layout should be
designed to facilitate the flow of the product, we are primar-
ily concerned with the flow of materials. Some of the factors
that affect material flow are:



-external transportation facilities,

-the number of items to be moved,

- the number of units to be produced,

- material storage locations,

- location of manufacturing service areas.

The development of the information presented in this analysis
was generated during a ten-week period in March, April, and May
of 1981. The information was extracted from reports derived by
the Material Control Branch and mobile crane servicing area.
These reports represented actual material movements within the
shipyard. The trip and distance information was summarized and
is presented here in VIEW GRAPH N0. MC-12. The charts were

developed representing a measure of the steel material flow
between work areas. These charts provided information con-
cerning the number of material handling trips made between
centers of activities, the volume of material moved between
centers of activities, and the total material handling
distances.

Using information developed by the process lanes committee
concerning work locations and working with the previous
methods, the material flow method and its associated charts and
flow diagrams were developed. The flow method was developed by
keeping in mind the process lanes concept of eliminating multi-
hull cutting and the concept of work site storage queues.
Since the process lanes concept virtually eliminates steel
material flow (except outfitting) to the fabrication storage
area and directs this material to work site storage queues,
charts were developed by shifting related material from the
fabrication storage area to the work site storage queues. The
end result is a large reduction in material going to fabrica-
tion storage, structural bulk storage and an appropriate
increase in material going to the work sites from the plate
shop and platens.

As we can see from VIEW GRAPH NO. MC-13 under the previous
facility layout and storage method, we moved 9,174 pieces of
steel material per week of which 61% was moved to or from the
fabrication storage area. The process lanes method moves 6,571
pieces per week of which 8% move to or from the fabrication
storage area. The reduction of 2,603 pieces per week is due to
the large reduction in double handling due to eliminating much
of the material movement to the fabrication storage area.
Thus, a resultant reduction of 18.4% in the number of pieces
handled per week is realized by the process lanes concept.
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The pallet numbers, with the drawing required dates, are issued
to Engineering early in all jobs by Production Outfit Plan-
ning. At this point in the evolution of a job, these numbers
may be thought of as “empty buckets,” because it is not known
at this time what mix of materials these “buckets” will
contain. Production has furnished them and Engineering is to
fill them and return them to Production by way of the drawings.

It should be pointed out here that all groups in Engineering
strive to place the maximum amount of material on the units in
all stages of their construction, so that on-board installation
is held to the minumum. This effort obviously involves great
attention in the design stage to suit the unit boundaries and
its associated conditions.

In discussing unit and zone outfitting we continually refer to
material being broken down to pallets by unit or zone. The
pallet, as discussed here, requires that you put aside what you
usually think of when you hear the word, which is the familiar
wooden framework platform used to move material about with a
forklift truck. Pallet material, for the pallet as defined
here, may be stored or moved using a variety of containers,
including the familiar wooden platform.

For purposes of discussion in terms of zone outfitting, the
pallet basically defines:

- A work package created at the Engineering level, to be
installed in the hull of a ship in a specific place and at
an advantageous time.

- The pallet also represents a specified work package, in
terms of manhours. Ideally, under the IHI concept, the
work package should level load at approximately 100 man-
hours. However, in the evolution of this technology at
Avondale, this goal has not been attained as yet.

- The pallet number is a unique number which identifies a
given package of material.

For those of you who consider the term “outfitting” in the
classic shipbuilding sense as items normally installed after
launching, it is necessary to revise the definition under the
IHI concept to signify all items installed
during all phases of construction.

In this discussion of Material Control, we
handling of raw steel. This is handled by
Section.

on-unit or on-board

do not include the
the Steel Control
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An overall Material Marshaling Plan has been implemented to
accomplish the total logistics for the recording, expediting,
palleting, and delivering the various categories-of material to
the process lanes.

Material handled by the Material Control Section is categorized
into the following-areas:

pre-fabricated steel;

fabricated pre-outfitting items (such as manholes, W.T.
doors, deck fittings, foundations, etc.);

warehoused (purchased) materials;

raw piping material input to Pipe Shop;

fabricated pipe details from the Pipe Shop.

I will discuss in some detail the first three categories, and
upon completion of these categories my assistant will review
the piping categories.

A. PIUS-FABRICATED STEEL

As mentioned earlier, prior to implementing the zone outfit-
ting and process lanes technique, virtually all pre-
fabricated steel moved from the plate shop to interim
storage at the fabricated steel storge area. It is obvious
that the reverse now happens, wherein only a small portion
of pre-fabricated steel moves to interim storage, while the
overwhelming bulk moves directly to the process lanes.

Under the process lanes concept, this is made possible by
detailed process lanes scheduling, emanating from both the
long term and short term planning techniques, as demon-
strated in previous seminars.

Primarily those items of steel that will continue to flow
from the plate shop to interim storage will be nested plates
from the numerical control burning machines that must have
the tabs cut and then be palletized..

Also, due to certain manufacturing restrictions, curved
plates and structural occasionally must be cut and formed
in advance of the need dates, and these items of steel will
be sent to interim storage.

Additionally, the incorporating of storage queues at the
process lanes work site has greatly aided the continual,
smooth flow of material. The normal storage time in queue
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at the work site is one week. However, there is some
built-in flexibility here, and occasionally two weeks
storage is tolerated.

The pre-fabricated steel listed on the UCM’S for PSU’S,
sub-units, and units is, in general, tracked through the
plate shop and the process lanes work platens by the super-
vision of the shop and platens. It is not tracked by the
Material Control Group, and this in itself is a change from
former practice. It has been proven that due to the IHI
concept of categorization of units and the timely scheduling
of events and the constant monitoring by the shop planners
that significant cost savings are being affected here.

Adherence to schedules by both the plate shop and the
process lanes is of paramount importance in maintaining a
smoothy orderly flow of pre-fabricated steel. Occasionally,
the process lanes may fall behind schedule due to continuing
inclement weather and, in this event, necessary action must
be taken to facilitate getting back on schedule at the
process lanes.

In the event of any problems arising out of this type of
situation, a contingency has been built in to allow marshal-
ing to proceed in an orderly manner.

In an average week, pre-fabricated steel for fourteen (14)
sub-units must be delivered to the process lanes. By
reviewing the various units to be fabricated, the size of
the storage grid, or process marshaling area, can be
readily determined. A large typical unit was selected
(Unit 67) for this grid sizing study. This unit will
require a storage grid 20’ x 53’.

The largest determining pieces are the girders, which stack
four (4) high in grid storage, and the five (5) items of
floors will then stack three (3) high. It is significant to
point out that this selective organization of stacking must
carry through into the process lanes work storage queue in
order to facilitate the minimum crane time and manpower to
lay out the pieces on the platen for actual assembly.

Since there is a requirement for fourteen (14) sub-units
each week, a three (3) week contingency factor was plotted
with the result that forty-two (42) grids were required. In
turn, these forty-two (42) grids would require an area
approximately 200’ x 275’, including a burning and sorting
area.
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A major point to be stressed here is that even if a three
(3) week actual storage contingency is needed, the physical
space required is greatly lessened compared with our former
requirementS and, most importantly, our ability to track the
material is vastly simplified due to the inherent nature of
this system.

The smaller quantity of pre-fabricated steel that flows to
interim storage, primarily nested plates, is controlled
manually by utilizing the unit cutting manual, which is
developed by the Moldloft. This is done by making a simple
overlay on the plate cutting list or on the structural
cutting list. Each sheet is then reflective of one (1)
designated hull.

B. FABRICATED PRE-OUTFITTING MATERIAL

Fabricated pre-outfitting items, such as foundations, lad-
ders, W.T. doors, manholes, etc., were formerly fabricated
in entire multi-hull jobsets, thus creating many material
handling problems. This method caused:

the need for a much larger storage facility,

- double and triple handling,

- deterioration due to long-term storage?

- loss of.material,

- damaged material,

- greater impact on stored material due to drawing
revision (obselesences).

The process lanes concept, with its thrust for level
loading, dictates a new approach in this category of
material. With a few exceptions, fabricated pre-outfitting
items will not be fabricated in entire shipsets, let alone
entire jobsets. Instead, they will be controlled in smaller
groupings compatible with short term scheduling needs. This
very effectively eliminates most of the handling and storage
problems formerly encountered.

In the former method, some fabricated pre-outfitting items
moved directly from the fabrication shop to the jobsite,
causing the entire shipset, or shipsets, of material to be
at the jobsite much too early for installation; whereas,
now, all of this material will move to interim storage for
palletization by unit, or zone, thus necessitating more line
items to be handled by Material Control. The cost of this
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small additional volume of pieces to be handled will be
greatly compensated for by the reduction of remakes and
resultant loss due to remakes such as:

- cost of remake (labor and material),

-= disruption caused to shop production,

impact on assembly’due to non-availability.

This material is tracked on the Unit Pallet List Material
and Zone Pallet List Material, and if a required date is not
met, the Material Control Branch is responsible to expedite
this material with the different fabrication shops, thus
creating a supplier/consumer relationship. This enhances
the final result of having the material on the job when
needed for installation.

The control of this material will be accomplished on a
pallet basis for each hull. Requirements for pallet loading
will be obtained from the unit and zone outfitting lists
prepared by the Planning and Scheduling Department.

By utilizing this method, Material Control will be in a
position to effectively expedite this material through the
shops, using the pallet release date minus a two to four
week lead time. Formerly, this expediting effort was
lacking and, thus, with a much more clearly defined manage-
ment system, greater cost savings are being accomplished.

C. WAREHOUSED (PURCHASED) MATERIAL

Warehoused, or purchased material, other than piping, is 
still purchased in group lots, but allocated against unit
and zone areas. This material is received and stored by
overall material family groupings by job and purchase order
number.

Working with the unit and zone pre-outfitting lists,- this
material is palletized at the warehouse in accordance with
craft type. Material Control is responsible to react to the
required pallet release date for a given pallet within two
(2) to four (4) weeks of the date.

If any item of material is short, then Material Control
notifies the expediting section of Purchasing that there is
a deficiency. A copy of this deficiency notice is forwarded
to the process lanes with the palletized material if the
material has not been received by the time of issue.
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From that point foward, Material Control must monitor this
shortage and”, upon receipt of the item, notify Production
and receive instructions as to the proper point of issue (it
may have transitioned from unit to zone).

The IHI consultants have remarked, and I think correctly so,
that we cannot control people to the ultimate degree; so,
therefore, we must control material. By rigidly controlling
the flow of material to the work site, we establish a disci-
pline that demands a specified work effort. This discipline
must be adhered to in both a plus and minus aspect, meaning
we cannot overload the work areas with materials, thus
causing a chaotic condition of lost and misplaced material,
or fail to deliver the proper quantity of material at the
proper time. Either condition causes a profound loss in
productivity and resultant loss in cost efficiency and
competitiveness.

To date, our experience with the IHI concept of unit and
zone outfitting is proving that it is a valuable management
tool . From a material management point of view, it affords
us the capability to review our material needs in smaller,
more controllable packages, and in a much more timely manner.

We are still learning and, on future contracts, intend to
further refine our system. One of the points I would like
to stress is that in moving from the “System Concept” to the
“Package Concept,” I find that the overall concept of
Material Management is more achievable.

As we all know, piping materials, by volume, account by far
for the greatest amount of materials handled in the ship-
yard. In the recent past, we have implemented a semi-
automated pipe shop at Avondale that, coupled with the IHI
technology, has had a great impact on our handling of this
material. The balance of this portion of the seminar
involving Material Control will be devoted to that subject.
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VIII.CONCLUSION

As you can see, the methods that have been developed over the
past few years are a giant step forward toward a complete and
fully operational zone outfitting material control system.
Many obstacles still remain to be overcome; but, given time,
these too shall soon be a thing of the past. To date, the
progress made toward this goal by the Material Department has
been very rewarding and continued advances, especially in the
realm of computerization, should find us in a position to res-
pond to future changes and advances with a minimum of disrup-
tion. It now appears that the hardest part, the understanding
of how the zone outfitting methods function, is behind us and
the greatest gains in productivity are yet to be realized.
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The requirements for pallet loading are obtained from unit or
zone outfitting lists prepared by the Planning and Scheduling
Department (VIEW GRAPH NO. MC-11). Individual lists are
published for each cost code (craft) within the same pallet
code. Using the Master Unit Schedule, the Material engineer
reviews pallet requirements approximately two weeks prior to
the material being required at the job site, writes the proper
material delivery authorization ticket, and at the same time
writes a Material Deficiency Report, if required. One week,
more or less, prior to the material installation need date, the
delivery authorization tickets and a copy of the Material
Deficiency Report, the original of which was forwarded to the
Expediting Department when written, is sent to the various
warehouse storage locations. All of the materials flow from
storage to a central marshaling area in the main warehouse for
grouping and containerizing by pallet code and craft. Using
the outfitting material requirements lists, the warehouseman
verifies that all materials required are on hand, or that
missing materials are accounted for on the Material Deficiency
Report. The material and its accompanying papers are then
delivered to the work site two or three days prior to the start
of installation.

VII. MACHINERY PACKAGE UNITS

An assembly of machinery, combined with adjacent components
such as the foundation, pipe pieces, valves, gratings, ladders,
supports, etc. make up a machinery package unit. A good
example of this would be a fuel oil pump package unit. These
packages are built in a new, modern building with overhead
crane service immediately adjacent to the Pipe Shop. Since
these packages are designed exclusively by the Mechanical
Section of the Engineering Department, a complete L/M is avail-
able for each one. This L/M includes all of the material
necessary to build a complete package and is treated much as a
unit would be by the Material Department with one notable
exception. Pipe and fittings sent to the Pipe Shop for fabri-
cation are not turned over to the P/D marshaling area as with
other P/D’s; rather, they are handled internally going directly
from fabrication to coating and returning to the package unit
shop for incorporation into the unit.

After completion, the package units are either sent to the
warehouse for storage (this only in the event the package unit
was built in less than the scheduled time or because the unit
into which it is to be installed is not ready to receive it),
or sent directly to the unit erection area for installation.
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VI.

was made to the job site. The same problem of possible damage, 
loss, or deterioration still existed as before, but the pipe
installers were now somewhat freed from material handling.

During the transition period from system orientation to zone
outfitting, the record keeping and retrival of P/D’s became
infinitely more complex. The storage area soon had to be
expanded to accommodate the ever-growing number of P/D’s being
held pending delivery. Also, more and more manhours were being
spent gathering P/D’s from many different systems in various
locations in an attempt to fill the unit -outfitting require-
ments.

Today, especially on the third ship of APL contract and begin-
ning with the first ship of the Exxon contract, a smooth, effi-
cient system has replaced the chaos of the past. Since P/D
fabrication now is forced to follow the Master Unit Schedule,
far fewer P/D’s will be held in storage at any given time and
they will remain in storage for a much shorter time.

As P/D’s are fabricated, they are taken from the Pipe Shop on a
daily basis and delivered to the fabricated pipe marshaling
yard and then routed for coating, if required, or containerized
if no coatings are required. The new metal containers being
used replace the old 4’ x 8’ wooden pallets and each has a
capacity of roughtly 6 or 7 to 1 over pallets, further reducing
the physical storage area required (VIEW GRAPHS NO, MC-7 &
.MC-8 ● Record keeping is accomplished by manuall posting a

bP/D control card which is sequenced by pallet num er (VIEW
GRAPH NO. MC-9). The P/D requirements for each pallet are
taken from the piping pallet list of material produced by the
Planning and Scheduling Department (VIEW GRAPH NO. MC-10).
When all P/D’s required to complete a pallet are received, the
metal containers are banded and are delivered to the installa-
tion site during the week prior to the scheduled start of
installation. This method virtually relieves the installers
from material concerns and allows them to concentrate on their
function.

PURCHASED MATERIALS (WAREHOUSING)

Materials purchased directly for the job are stored in the main
warehousing complex or, if permitted, outside in a designated
storage area. For purposes of this discussion, materials can
be roughly divided into two categories: those items required
for fabrication into sub-assemblies, which method was reviewed
earlier; and those items requiring installation independently
on-unit or on-board.
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with the old system, warehouse release authorizations are sent
to the warehouse for delivery and material deficiencies are
sent to the Pipe Shop for informational purposes and to the
Expediting Department for action. The materials delivered to
the .Pipe Shop are separated into categories such as flanges,
elbows, tees, reducers, etc. to facilitate machine station
loading. P/D’s that were not released when required are listed
as “past due.” Each week the computer-produced listing of
materials will have a separate listing in required date order
detailing which P/D’s are past due and the materials required
for each. These P/D’s will be carried as past due until such
time as all material requirements are met, at which time the
P/D can be released causing it to be dropped from the “past
due” listing. Unlike the old system, the Pipe Shop superin-
tendent is not contacted prior to deliveries, nor does he have
the option to halt deliveries due to shop overloading. Rather,
he must take other corrective steps such as increasing capacity
by working extra shifts, rerouting, overtime, or subcontrac-
ting. The zone outfitting concept forces this discipline upon
everyone because it is more important to the overall success of
the shipbuilding process than is shop level loading.

v. FABRICATED OUTFITTING MATERIAL

The handling, storage, and delivery to production of fabricated
pipe pieces under the old system concept was originally con-
trolled by the Pipe Shop, itself, hin t at once a system was
fabricated, all the pipe pieces were palletized and stored in
racks at the Pipe Shop. When the installing foreman required
the first P/D’s to begin assembly of a system, he requested the
entire system of P/D’s from the Pipe Shop. This meant that a
search through all P/D’s fabricated for that system was
required to obtain the P/D’s needed for installation at that
time. The length of time required to fit an entire system
usually resulted in many pipe pieces being lost, damaged, or
deteriorating due to long exposure to the weather.

About five years ago, it was decided, due to the ever increa-
sing volume of fabricated pieces, that the Material Department
would take over the storage, routing required through coatings,
and ultimate delivery to the construction site, as required.
This merely shifted the burden of finding the piece needed from
the installing foreman to the Material Department. The origi-
nal idea for recording and storing the P/D’s was based on
random access with a Kardex file used for recording the various
storage locations within each system. As P/D’s were needed to
fit the system on board, the installing foreman would request
only those P/D’s needed at that time. These P/D’s were located
on the Kardex file, each location noted and a picking list
made. After gathering together the P/D’s requested, delivery
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to Material Control is on-line computer capability to search
all jobs for any piece mark number. This program allows a
Material engineer the flexibility to determine if an item that
is needed now, but not received, is available in another pallet
L/M, or even in another job, and can perhaps be shifted tempor-
arily to keep the job at hand current. These new aids and
approaches, while significant, have not appreciably reduced the
work load on the Material Control Group, but have helped the
Material engineer to be more effective. It is felt that the
real cost savings under the zone outfitting concept will come

 from material arriving at the job site in the right quantity
and at the right time.

The procedures for producing P/D’s under zone outfitting has
not changed a great deal from the traditional method. The
major differences are the addition of the pallet code number,
work station routing, and coating information. The P/D
drawings are now produced for individual units and contain all
the pipe details that are to be fabricated for the unit,
regardless of which system they belong to. Each P/D has its
own pallet code which is used to eventually marshall all P/D’s
accordingly. The information contained on each P/D is then
input to an EDP program called “Copies” which is used to sched-
ule the pallets, P/D’s and the individual pieces that make up
each P/D according to its pallet number. From all of this
information, a weekly shop load list is produced containing all
of the material required for P/D fabrication for each pallet
that is scheduled to start fabrication that week (VIEW GRAPH
NO. MC-6). Currently, materials are being scheduled through
the Pipe Shop on a pallet-by-pallet basis; that is, if a pallet
is scheduled to start fabrication on a given day, all of the
material for that pallet is released at one time. A new
approach to this problem is now being worked on by the Data
Processing Department which will attempt to look at only those
individual P/D’s scheduled to start in any given week. This
should reduce the amount of material kept on hand at the Pipe
Shop by as much as 75% and require a proportional reduction of
material handling by Pipe Shop personnel.

The horizon set in the computer for pallet lists of material is
three weeks from the day the information is requested from the
computer. This advance listing is required at Material Control
in order to have time to review any errors, omissions, or
material shortages. After reviewing the material listing from
Data Processing, the Material engineer determines those P/D’s
for which 100% of the required materials are available. These
P/D’s, to which individual shop orders are computer assigned,
are released for fabrication via a CRT terminal located in the
Material Control office. Only those P/D’s released to the
computer can be fabricated by the Pipe Shop and a listing of
them, along with their work station routings, are sent to the
Pipe Shop superintendent for scheduling through the shop. As
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for on-board installation. When a work order was issued to the
Pipe Shop to begin fabrication, a copy was forwarded to the
Material Control Department for material release. The material
engineer would then write the various warehouse release author-
izations, and the materials for fabrication of entire systems
would be moved from the warehouses to the Pipe Shop. As
systems were started and under way and other systems were
released, a large quantity of material was usually on hand at
the Pipe Shop at any given time, leading to shop overloading
and replacement material problems.

In order to alleviate this burden on the Pipe Shop, it was
agreed that the shop superintendent would be contacted to
determine if the shop load would permit delivery of the mater-
ial at that time. In effect, the Pipe Shop scheduled its own
work based more on shop loading considerations than on schedule
requirements. If the shop was in a position to accept the
material, the Material engineer released the warehouse removal
authorizations required to the warehouse for delivery, and at
the same time issued a material deficiency report indicating
shortages to the Pipe Shop superintendent for informational
purposes and to the Expediting Department for action. Any
material that was not available at the time of delivery was
designated “deliver on arrival” and sent to the Pipe Shop upon
receipt. If, however, the Pipe Shop superintendent decided not
to fabricate the system at that time, the warehouse releases
were held in suspense by the Material engineer until such time
as they were needed by the Pipe Shop.

Materials required for on-board installation were handled some-
what differently from that of the Pipe Shop. A work order did
not trigger delivery of all remaining materials to the instal-
ling foreman. Instead, as work progress on the system, the
material was delivered at the discretion of the field foreman.
If all the remaining material was not needed, it became more
job surplus or, worse, if material was needed but not shown on
the L/M, emergency measures would have to be taken with all the
attendant costs and disruptions that usually accompany such
measures.

Today, diagrammatic pipe drawings are still used to advance
order materials similar to the old system method. These L/M’s
are also screened against all available materials on hand with
the balance being purchased as before. However, in order to
screen materials from diagrammatic L/M’s more effectively, a
computer program was devised to look at each piece mark and
indicate upon which diagrammatic L/M each appeared. This
information is produced on a weekly computer generated listing
by job in piece mark number sequence (VIEW GRAPH NO. MC-5).
This allows the entire diagrammatic L/M material to be screened
from, eliminating unnecessary purchases, and reducing surplus
materials at the close of a job. Also, recently made available
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long lead time items or unusual or one of a kind items) were
advance ordered. These advance lists of materials were then
written as formal requests to the Purchasing Department for
buying. These requests were first screened by the Material
Control Section against all available materials on hand, such
as stock, surplus, job overages, etc., with the remaining
material requirements forwarded to the Purchasing Department.
These diagrammatic L/M requests were then used to establish
material ledgers. Subsequent postings of purchase order,
expediting, receipt and issue information completed the record
keeping cycle. The material contained in these diagrammatic
L/M’s was then available for screening against system drawings
when they were produced. Once the system drawings were
completed, P/D drawing booklets were produced which contained
all the pipe pieces that were to be fabricated in the shop
(VIEW GRAPH NO. MC-3). This L/M, which included both the
materials necessary to build all of the pipe pieces and the
materials required for on-board installation, was then screened
against its designated diagrammatic L/M and all other available
sources with the balance, or unscreened requirements, being
forwarded to the Purchasing Department. This information was
then used to establish material ledgers for each individual
system, detailing each item of material required for the entire
system. The record keeping between diagrammatic L/M’s and
finalized system L/M’s amounted to a dual bookkeeping system.
For instance, materials contained in diagrammatic L/M’s were
posted with P.O. numbers, receipt and expediting (anticipated
shipping dates) information and,

 d
also, with screening informa-

tion inicating to which system L/M the material was to be
transferred when received. In addition, the system L/M ledger
was posted with information showing from which diagrammatic L/M
the material would be transferred from when received - very
complicated. Another hang-up with the advance ordering done
with diagrammatic L/M’s was the creation of unnecessary surplus
material. As systems became more clearly defined, a point in
time was reached when it was determined that all remaining
materials on diagrammatic L/M’s be placed in job overage files
and made available for general screening. The problem with
this approach was that by the time such determination was made,
if ever, most of the material requirements for that job had
been satisfied, which resulted in this material being placed in
an ever-growing surplus account at the end of the job.

Separation of materials required for P/D fabrication and mater-
ials required for on-board installation had to be done manually
since system L/M’s did not differentiate between the two. To
accomplish this, a material take-off was made for each P/D in a
system, grouped in piece mark number sequence and totalled in a
Material Summary Report (VIEW GRAPH NO. MC-4). This summary,
then, represented all of the material requirements necessary
for pipe piece fabrication in the shop. The residual materials
contained in the system L/M were assumed to be the requirements
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III.

IV.

“on unit, “ “on board, ” “machinery package, ” and “pipe rack
package” pallet. Disciplined use of the Pallet Outfitting
Schedule results in the organization and control of materials
necessary to control the work effort in the field.

In order for these new methods to be successfully implemented,
it became necessary for the Material Department to work much
closer with other departments, especially the Planning and
Engineering Departments as well as all production crafts. As a
result of this increased contact, problems that would
ordinarily have gone unnoticed until too late are now being
brought to light in time for corrective action to be taken.

COMPARISON BETWEEN SYSTEM AND ZONE OUTFITTING METHODS

Comparisons of outfitting methods as they relate to piping and
their impact on material functions at ASI can be made in the
following major categories:

- pipe and pipe fittings sent to the
tion into sub-assemblies (P/D’s);

- sub-assemblies (P/D’s) sent to the
distribution;

Pipe Shop for fabrica-

marshalling area for

- purchased and stock materials stored in the-warehouse;

- machinery package materials.

Although advances in other crafts have been made as they relate
to zone outfitting, piping was chosen for these examples
because it is the most complicated and farthest advanced at
ASI . The lessons learned from the piping experiments will be
the models used for future development of all other crafts by
the Material Department;

PIPE SHOP FABRICATION MATERIALS

Pipe and pipe fittings required by the Pipe Shop for assembly
into P/D’s in the past were handled on a purely system basis.
Although this gave the Pipe Shop foreman a large backload of
work and permitted him to build P/D’s to the limit of the shop
capacity, the resulting output from the shop was inconsistent
with the system installation demand in the field. This, of
course, caused storage and handling problems of large propor-
tion. The old system-by-system method used saw the Mechanical
Section of the Engineering Department producing diagrammatic
system drawings from which materials (which were thought to be
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As time went on and later contracts were better defined and
eventually engineered on a unit and zone basis, systems lost
their identity and L/M’s were concentrated into small packages
for "on unit” or “on board” outfitting. These “pallets” of
material, enough to do a small segment of work, arriving at the
job site only when needed, have greatly reduced the amount of
lost, damaged, and deteriorated material, along with the time
that had been wasted trying to find it.

II. THE PALLET CODE AND OUTFITTING SCHEDULE

The two most important tools developed to date to group and 
schedule materials for zone outfitting are the pallet code and
the outfitting Pallet schedule.
ASI :

 

identifies materials needed
zone;

The Pallet coda, as used at

to outfit a particular unit or

identifies where the material is to be installed;

identifies the material to a pallet serial number, which
permits separation into manageable packages;

identifies the stage or time at which the material is to
be installed. 

The three applications of pallet numbers to outfit material are:

Some

grouping unit material at the various stages of construc-
tion before erection;

grouping material for outfitting zones (on board) after
unit erection;

grouping material for installation on machinery and pipe
rack packages.

typical "on unit” pallet codes are: (VIEW GRAPH NO. MC-1)

06-001-OIU

07-001-OIT

08-001-OIV

09-001-OIJ

The Outfitting Pallet Schedule (VIEW GRAPH NO. MC-lA), which
is produced by the Outfitting Planning Group, details each
stage required to fabricate, coat, palletize, and install every
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MOLDLOFT, PRODUCTION CONTROL, ACCURACY CONTROL
MATERIAL CONTROL (SECOND SESSION)

I. INTRODUCTION

Until recently, all ships built at ASI were outfitted conven-
tionally from drawings that were concerned with whole systems
and system functions. The materials required for outfitting
were installed mainly after erection and assembly of the hull
units and by individual system. Material Control, as a result,
looked at material in rather large and cumbersome lots. Issu-
ance of such large lots of material, which could only be
installed over a long period of time, invariably led to many
replacement purchases due to lost, stolen, or deteriorated
components. Control of material, once it left the warehouse,
was very casual and inefficient, causing much lost time due to
the effort required trying to keep large lots of material
accounted for over such a long time period.

Our first attempts at on-unit outfitting were with system 
designed drawings which were broken up to suit on-unit
construction, but not so separated for purchasing or material
control purposes. Since all L/M’s were generated from system
drawings, the attempt to extract parts of each system, such as
PD’s, valves, pipe, fittings, etc., and fit them into the unit
to which they belonged became an arduous task, especially so
since all record keeping and material take-offs were accomp-
lished manually. The effort, made by the Material Department’s
attempts to reconcile the system drawings to the unit outfit-
ting methods, was no more than moderately successful, but many
valuable lessons were learned and methods began to develop.

During this transition period, many meetings were held between
the IHI Material Control representatives and the ASI Material
Control Group, which resulted in a better understanding of the
zone outfitting methods developed by IHI. Although all of the
IHI methods were not adopted for controlling material at ASI,
the basic principles were learned and many are being imple-
mented, such as a computer printout listing the materials
required for pallet loading, in piece mark sequence; and at the
proper time in the schedule. Some progress has also been made
in the conversion of the material control record keeping
function from a totally manual system to one that is partially
computerized, and it is anticipated that this trend will
continue. Eventually, in order to keep pace with the rapid
flow of material and information, a fully integrated and
computerized material control system must be developed.
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MOLDLOFT, PRODUCTION CONTROL, ACCURACY CONTROL
ACCURACY CONTROL IN THE SHIPFITTING DEPARTMENT

I. INTRODUCTION

The term “Accuracy Control” is a term that has been inherited
from Japanese shipyards as a result primarily of the institu-
tion of various concepts involved in the IHI technology trans-
fer program. Some minor controversy has developed over the
correctness of this term as applicable to American shipyards.
Admittedly, what an organization or department is called is of
little consequence as compared to the end result that is
expected and obtained from that organization or department, but
it might be wise nonetheless to delve very briefly into the
semantics of the term.

Webster’s says that “accuracy” is “freedom from mistakes or
errors.” If this were applied to ship construction, it would
imply that the finished individual parts and ultimately the
ship itself would exactly coincide with all design dimensions
and details as established by engineering. While obviously no
such exactness could be expected to actually exist, one of the
functions, perhaps even the primary function, of an Accuracy
Control Department is the establishment of.realistic goals in
the area of “accuracy” within which a shipyard Production
Department can operate, with proper consideration being given
to the demands of both quality workmanship and sound economics.

The word “control” should be quite literally accepted; the
required controls should be implemented to insure the degree of
accuracy which is desired. We have now determined the two
initial functions of an Accuracy Control Department:

- the establishment of realistic goals in the area of
“accuracy;”

- the development of proper procedures or-controls to permit
the achievement. of those “accuracy” goals.

The adequate implementation of these two primary functions
necessitates the existence of a basic philosophy in management
that is committed not to just doing a job the best way possi-
ble, utilizing all the facilities that are available, but is
rather committed to doing a job the best way possible the very
first time it is attempted. Any other philosophy is a postive
commitment to the necessity of rework and the elimination of
rework should be an inherent part of all activities of an



Accuracy Control Department. The continued operation of an
effective accuracy control program, administered under this
concept, will virtually assure that the philosophy of doing a
job the best way possible the very first time will ultimately
pervade all areas of work.

In this discussion we will consider the areas of work where an
accuracy control program can be the most cost effective and how
that program can best be developed and implemented. An attempt
will also be made to determine certain basic priorities to be
applied when setting up the activities of an accuracy control
program. Such priorities may well vary from shipyard to ship-
yard, but it is probable that they will generally be applicable.

II. ACTIVITIES OF AN ACCURACY CONTROL DEPARTMENT

A. GENERAL

The activities of an Accuracy Control Department should span
all phases of construction from the burning of the plate and
structural to the final erection of all material in the
completed ship. These activities may be roughly divided
into three categories:

- Checks

- Controls

- Statistics

These efforts should have a dual impact: the improvement of
immediate work and the improvement of future work (see Fig.
l-l) . Although these are distinct and separate activities,
they are so thoroughly interrelated that any one cannot be
effectual without the involvement of the other two.

1. Checks -

Checks are utilized for three primary purposes:

a.- The isolation of specific problems that present a
demand for controls.

b. The monitoring of construction to insure that:

1) proper controls are being utilized

2) controls are, in fact, effective
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2.

3.

4 .

c. The monitoring of construction to assist in the mini-
mizing of human errors.

Controls

Controls are employed for the sole purpose of enhancing
existing work practices. Control might be called the
magic word in Accuracy Control, but it is, in reality,
the magic word in any type of endeavor. The most neces-
sary prerequisite for success in any venture whatsoever
is a predictable end result. It is control that makes an
end result predictedable whether that control be over Per-
sonnel, Machinery, Systems, or even Yourself. A lack of
control means literally that something is “out of con-
trol,” resulting in a very poor degree of predictability.

Statistics

Statistics may be divided into two categories:

a. The development of statistics that are applicable to
shipfitting work throughout the ship.

b. The development and maintenance of statistics appli-
cable to a specific unit. In other words, a unit
history.

Coordination Of Activities

The coordination of these activities is graphically
displayed in Figures 1-2 through 1-5. Figure 1-2 indi-
cates that without the utilization of an Accuracy Control
Program, a poor product is the predictable end result,
both for immediate and future work. Figure 1-3 indicates
the implementation of checks. Checks alone cannot
improvement the end product. Figure 1-4 indicates the
development and implementation of controls in addition to
checks. This results in an improved product for immedi-
ate work but develops slight potential for the improve-
ment of future work. Figure 1-5 indicates the results
that may be expected with the implementation of a well
coordinated Accuracy Control Department, utilizing
checks, controls and statistics.

The results from this are not only a good product in the
immediate work nor the potential for a good product in -

the future work, but the potential has also been
developed for improved design concepts, improved
engineering concepts and improved production concepts.
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The amount of time spent on each of these three distinct
but interrelated activities will vary widely, contingent
upon many factors such as the stage of development of the
Accuracy Control Department or the complexity of the work
at hand. In the early stages of the development of an
Accuracy Control Department, it is likely that checks
will be the single most important activity. Initially,
the checks are necessary to develop a cognizance of all
the problems that are at hand. As these various problems
are recognized and evaluated, controls may then be devel-
oped and implemented to alleviate the problems. As the
work progresses and the effect of controls becomes pro-
nounced, the need for checks should begin to taper off
until ultimately it is used primarily as a monitoring
procedure. Similarly, in the early stages of development
of an Accuracy Control Program, a very considerable
amount of time will be utilized in the development of
generally applicable statistics. As these statistics are
evaluated and utilized in the development of controls,
the need for statistics will also tend to taper off. The
maintenance of unit histories must be a continuing effort.

B. OUTLINE OF ACCURACY CONTROL ACTIVITIES

1. Controls

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Control Lines, Control Points and Backside Marking

Burning Procedures

Uniform Shrinkage Factors

Construction Procedures

Erection Procedures

Construction Aids

2. Checks

a.

b.

c.

d.

Measuring Procedures

Mathematical Checking

Forms For Reporting

Establishment Of Unit
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3. Unit Histories

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g“

h.

Engineering

Mold Loft and

Plate Shop

1) Burning

2) Panel Line

Structural

Shipfitting

Welding

Handling

Miscellaneous

Numerical Control

C. DISCUSSION OF ACCURACY CONTROL ACTIVITIES

1. Controls

a.

b.

Control Lines

Control lines, otherwise called master lines or datum
lines, are water lines, frame lines, or buttocks that
are layed out on various components of units to facil-
itate the building and erection of the unit. (See
Fig. 3-6.) The utilization of these lines will
receive further elaboration later in this discussion.

Burning Procedures

The accurate burning of all pieces of units, subunits,
or partial sub-units is of primary importance because
anything else is a commitment to rework. Fig. 2-3
shows several areas where this accuracy is demanded.
The fit of floor stiffeners to shell longitudinal
requires not only that the stiffener be cut to proper
length, but that the shell longitudinal must also be
ripped to the proper width. A minimum gap of 1/4”
requires that each of these members be cut within 1/8”
tolerance. A fit that will always insure no burning
at assembly requires even closer burning tolerance.
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The fit of floor to girder requires a burning toler-
ance of 1/32" if all of the floors are to be fitted on
a unit without reburning. Unit No. 17, the first unit
completed on the Exxon contract, with the exception of
one shell plate that had stock on it when it should
have been neat, was completely assembled without the
use of a torch during assembly.

c. Uniform Shrinkage Factors

Few activities are of greater consequence than the
development of uniform shrinkage factors. Accurate
burning is of little consequence without the utiliza-
tion of such factors. Floors, as shown in Fig. 2-3
with an excessive shrinkage factor built in, would
require occasional reburning to offset a cumulative
build-up, even if individual floors were only 1/16”
oversize. Web frames (see Fig. 2-4) require a differ-
ent shrinkage factor than the longitudinal bulkhead to
which they must be fitted. Specific factors must be
developed for all components of a unit.

d. Construction Procedures

Proper construction procedures such as fitting and
welding sequences may well offer the most possible and
immediate reward for the efforts of an Accuracy Con-
trol Department. This area of work will receive
greater elaboration later in this discussion.

e. Erection Procedures

The Accuracy Control Department at ASI is primarily
involved in work during stages prior to erection.
However, erection is a principal beneficiary of the
use of control lines. These lines, when layed out
with predictable accuracy, are an invaluable aid in
setting units at erection. Also, the elimination of
stock is virtually impossible without the use of these
lines.

f. Construction Aids

Various tools are utilized in the Production Depart-
ment at ASI to facilitate increased accuracy of con-
struction. These will receive greater elaboration
further in this discussion.
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2. Checks

a. Measuring Procedures

Accuracy Control engineers spend a great part of their
time measuring - slow, methodical, painstaking, tedi-
ous measuring. This can at times seem like the most
plodding of work, but it is also the most necessary of
work. It is this statistical evidence from which
proper controls may be developed. A typical example
is a web frame. (See Fig. 2-4.) This component must
be measured before the butts are welded, after the
butts are welded, and after the stiffeners and face
plate are welded. This is necessary in order to
determine proper shrinkage factors to be utilized in
the cutting of component plating. This information is
also utilized in the development of assembly proce-
dures that assist in the minimizing of deformation of
the component. It may be noted that the dimensions
shown on this form provide all the information neces-
sary to make possible these evaluations.

b. Mathmetical Checking Systems

Utilizing pertinent X and Y coordinates and rather
uncomplicated programs that can be fed into hand-held
calculators, it is possible, with only a few measure-
ments to develop the shape of the most common of
units. Such procedures of measuring and checking have
almost unlimited potential. .

 c. Forms for Reporting

The need for and the design of forms for reporting are
dictated by the problem at hand. Typical of such
forms is Fig. 2-4. A similar form is shown in Fig.
2-5. This is for the reporting of measurements on the
longitudinal bulkhead to which web frames must be
assembled. When both of these forms provide informa-
tion that is identical, a first time fit is assured.

d. Establishment of Unit Profiles

This is a procedure that can be very helpful in-the
determination of the finished shape of complex weld-
ments such as innerbottom units. This procedure will
receive greater elaboration further in this discussion.
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3 . Unit Histories

Unit histories are merely the methodical recording of all
problems encountered in the production of a specific
unit. This data is used in the development of procedures
that will assist in the minimizing of the effect of any
particular problem on subsequent units. This is particu-
larly useful on multi-ship contracts.

III. ACTIVITIES DEMANDING SPECIAL EMPHASIS

A.

B.

GENERAL

Most of the benefits of a well coordinated Accuracy Control
Department are applicable primarily to the Production
Department. In the time available today, we will briefly
explore some of these activities with an emphasis on the
profound effect that they can have on an end product. The
Accuracy Control program at ASI was started early in the
production of a contract to build three APL Containerships.
To date, the activities of the department have been largely
restricted to that contract and to a contract for Exxon
Product Carriers currently in work. Most of the following
information was developed while working on the APL con-
tract. Only a few areas of activity have been selected for
discussion at this time, not because they are necessarily of
any greater importance than other activities, but rather
because they more graphically illustrate the advantages that
can be derived from the functions of a well coordinated
Accuracy Control program.

Time does not permit a detailed analysis of these proce-
dures. Today, we will only attempt to touch on the high-
lights of the procedures and the advantages to be secured
from them.

CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCES

It is probable that the most immediate and most positive
improvement that can be achieved in the work process is
through the development and implementation of properly
conceived fitting and welding sequences. This is quite
likely a valid assumption in that the complete lack of such
established sequences can virtually negate all other
improvements. Dozens of such sequences have been developed
for use on contracts underway at ASI. A typical unit has
been selected for minimal discussion at this time.
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Unit No. 7 is a fairly typicalinnerbottom unit such as is
likely to be found on most contemporary design ships. (See
Fig. 3-l.) Three major areas of heat introduction, in the
form of welding, present the potential for building in
stresses or actually deforming this unit:

- butt welds;
- vertical welds, floors to girders;
welding of loose shell longitudinal.

Since this unit was built upside down and the tank top was
delivered to the platen fully welded with all longitudinal
stiffeners fitted and welded, it in no way contributed
toward any deformation of the unit. The longitudinal
girders were delivered to the platen with the floors immedi-
ately outboard already fitted and welded. This, then,
necessitated fitting of all girders and attached floors to
the tank top, the fitting of all floors to girders immedi-
ately inboard of them, the fitting of all loose shell longi-
tudinal, and the fitting of all shell plating to girders,
floors, longitudinal, and to the tank top.

Each of these areas of fitting presented a very distinct
potential for deforming the unit. No formal construction
sequence whatsoever was utilized in the building of Unit No.
7 of Hull No. 1. Figure No. 3-2 is a profile that was
developed from that unit,

A crown in excesss of
shown to a scale of 1/8"-1'

athwartship and full scale vertically,fds
5/8” developed on this unit. Other similar, but larger,
units developed crowns up to 7/8”.

Various attempts were made to minimize this deformation,
including the building in of a reverse crown, but most of
these efforts tended to be ineffective. (See Fig. 3-3.)
Ultimately, a detailed construction sequence was developed
and implemented. (See Fig. 3-4.)

This procedure isolated and controlled the three basic prob-
lem areas: butt welding of all shell plates, welding of all
floors to girders, and welding of all loose shell longitu-
dinal. The procedure in no way minimized the heat intro-
duction, but only permitted it to shrink the components in
such a manner as to minimize the potential for deformation. 
The-resulting unit on Hull No. 3 was virtually flat. (See
Fig. 3-5.)

The deformation of such units as innerbottom, Unit No. 7,
resulted primarily from the introduction of heat, in the
form of welding, at the shell plate side of the unit while
the tank top of the unit was totally restrained by prior
fitting and welding. This resulted in horizontal movement
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in excess of 5/16 of an inch on the shell plate side of the
unit. Since the tank top side of the unit was restrained
and not permitted to move, the crowning of the unit was the
unavoidable result. This result is both predictable and
calculatable as is shown on accompanying calculations which
will be elaborated on in detail in later discussions.

The entire construction sequence was developed to permit a
uniform movement of the components of the unit, thereby
precluding the possibility of deformation.

C. CONTROL LINES, CONTROL POINTS AND BACKSIDE MARKING

Early in the production phase of the APL contract, it became
evident that accurately located control lines on a unit
would be advantageous in both the building and erection of
the units. Figure No. 3-6 shows the layout of control lines
on a typical tank top unit. The buttock is used for setting
the unit athwartship and the frame line is used for setting
the unit longitudinally. For this procedure to be practi-
cal, these lines must be located with unvarying accuracy.
To enhance the potential for a high degree of accuracy,
future contracts will incorporate these lines into the
engineering drawings and panel line sketches that are used
for building flats, decks, bulkheads, etc.

D. CONSTRUCTION AIDS

Many tools may be developed to assist the Shipfitting
Department in completing accurately built units, but perhaps
the one of the greatest practical value is the erection
joint tape batten. These battens indicate proper position
of all structural at erection joints. Where utilized
properly and in conjunction with other procedures, it is
possible to locate such structural within a tolerance of
one quarter inch or less. This procedure has proven itself
so effective on the APL contract that on future contracts,
battens will be developed at all erection joints. Fig. No.
3-7 shows a backside marker. This piece of equipment
permits the accurate transferal of centerpunch marks from
the layout side of plating to the opposite side. Such
accuracy is required if these lines are to be used in the
erection of the ship.
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IV. DISTORTIONS OF UNITS

For the simplicity of discussion, we analyzed the unit in the
form of a simple beam (see Fig. 4-1 and 4-2). Using a standard
W36 x 194 beam, we derived the following comparison: the dis-
tortion from welding can be compared to simple beam action when
the beam is loaded with a uniformly distributed load.

From the AISC Handbook on simple beams with uniformly distri-
buted loads:

Where: max = maximum deflection in the vertical direction

W = load in kips/inch

1 = length of the beam in inches

E = modulus of elasticity (30 x 106 PSI)

I = moment

If w = .5 k/in and 1 =
W36 x 194 shape, then:

of inertia in inches to the fourth.

480” and I = 12,100 in4 for a standard

5(.5k/in)(1000 lb/k)(480 in)4

max =
(384)(30 x 106 lb/in2)(12,100 in4)

0.9521 in = 15/16”

We can easily measure the horizontal deflection, but the verti-
cal deflection is more difficult to determine and is very
important. To determine the vertical deflection that would
occur as a result of the horizontal deflection, we need to
derive some more formulas.

Horizontal deflection
be described by the following formula:
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Where: H = horizontal movement of the shell

P = the force in the shell

A = cross sectional area of the plate

1 = length (varies with the size and amount of tack
welds)

E = modulus of elasticity.

Since stress " = P/A

then EQ.I becomes

EQII

but

Where: M =

C =

So:

moment

distance to the neutral axis

also by substitution

horizontal deflection " multiply both sides of theH,"           
following equation:
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By equation IV

To prove this equation we substituted the values we used in
the max equation into our equation IV.

When:

H

H

.5k/in

17.61 in (steel

480”

30 x 106 PSI

12,100 in4

handbook)

(.5k/in)(1000 lb/k)(480 in 3 (17.61 in)
8(30 x 106 lb/in2)(12,100 in4)

0.3353 inches

This compares with our earlier results of 15/16" in the equa-
tion for max.
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V. ORGANIZATION OF AN ACCURACY CONTROL DEPARTMENT

A. GENERAL

The most often asked questions concerning accuracy control
are "How do you go about setting up an Accuracy Control
Department?” and "What problems should receive the greatest
initial emphasis?” Obviously, there is no positive answer
to either of these questions since there are so many contin-
gency factors involved. However, there are doubtlessly
enough common problems prevalent in most U.S. shipyards to
warrant an attempt at answering these questions.

B. THE SETTING UP OF AN ACCURACY CONTROL DEPARTMENT

1. Organizational Arrangement

The departmental organization of an Accuracy Control
Department is no doubt subject to as many potential
variations as are present in the organization of the
shipyards themselves. It is probable that some advant-
ages and some disadvantages will become evident regard-
less of what type of organization is instituted, but it
is equally probable that a well-defined and well-
instituted department will tend to minimize the disad-
vantages. Two basic approaches seem to be worth the
greatest consideration:

a.

Department consisting of all full-time Accuracy Con-
trol engineers.

Department consisting of a coordinating supervisor
with representatives of the various departments
accepting the accuracy control responsibility for
their respective departments. While there may be many
other approaches to organizational set-up, it is quite
likely that they would be only variations of the ones
listed above.

Department Consisting Of Full-Time Accuracy Control
Engineers.

This type of organizational set-up has many advant-
ages, particularly in the early stages of implementing
an accuracy control program. The initial responsibi-
lities of the department consist primarily of the
definition of problems at hand and the development of
procedures to help in the elimination or minimizing of
those problems. Although it might not be immediately
realized, it is a rare problem that has a single,
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simple solution that can be applied within that one
area of work. Most such problems are merely the
result of a specific human error and are not of
primary importance to accuracy control. It is the 
interdepartmental problems or "system problems” that
Accuracy Control is primarily interested in. An
example of such a problem is the lack of well-defined
uniform shrinkage factors. Without the development
and utilization of such factors, it will be impossible
to predict the accuracy of fits between components
produced in different areas of the shipyard. This
problem can best be solved by the concerted effort of
several individuals, analyzing the problem at all
levels, arriving at proper conclusions and then dis-
seminating that information to all involved depart-
ments such as Moldloft, Numerical Control, Burning
Shop, and Fab Shops or Platens. Since a problem of
this nature involves so many departments and since the
solution of many other related accuracy problems is
contingent upon the timely solution of this specific
one, it then may be deemed necessary to have the
entire department concentrate on this one area of work
until a viable solution is achieved. It would prob-
ably be more difficult to achieve the required con-
certed effort with other than full-time Accuracy
Control engineers. Many of the problems with which
the department will be confronted will demand this
type of concerted effort to permit achievement of
proper solutions without significant delay.

b. Department Consisting Of Coordinator And Part-Time
Accuracy Control Engineers From Various Departments

The primary advantage of this form of organization
stems from the familiarity that each of the part-time
Accuracy Control engineers has with his own depart-
ment. This degree of familiarity can result in both
incisive conclusions and realistic solutions.

Perhaps the most realistic resolution is the initial
development of a department consisting of a full-time
supervisor with a group of full-time Accuracy Control
engineers, the size of which would be determined by
the size of the yard and the scope of the operation.
As procedures are gradually and properly implemented,
it would then be probable that most solutions would
not require the concerted effort of the whole depart-
ment but could be achieved through the coordinated
efforts of two or three full-time Accuracy Control
engineers working with part-time Accuracy Control
engineers representing all departments.
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MOLDLOFT, PRODUCTION CONTROL, ACCURACY CONTROL
INTEGRATING PRODUCTION PLANNING

I. MOLDLOFT

Production Planning’s integration with Moldloft, Material
Control, and Accuracy Control very often becomes the leading
edge of the effort because of the necessity of establishing,
first, the plan and then the schedule.

The plan is based on the most efficient and economical method
of building the ship using the IHI taught techniques.

The schedule is based on the resources and facilities available
within the corporation and using the parameters generated by
the use of the IHI methods. No. I

Integration with the Moldloft effort is a constant interchange
by first producing the planned construction sequences that are
illustrated by the preliminary unit arrangement plan and then
augmented by the unit scheduling mechanism and network. NO. II

Continued communication exists between the Production planner
and the Moldloft personnel for problem definition and resol- 
ution.

The Moldloft establishes for planning, for example, those
plates that must be furnaced and those that can be line heated
or rolled. A plate being line heated is shown here in these
illustrations. NOS. III & IV

II. MATERIAL

The interface of Production Planning and Material Control is a
highly integrated process.

The Planning Department first established the pallet schedule
with pallet number assignments. These are akin to empty
buckets with production stage codes and dates being designated
for each pallet or work kit and for each stage. NO. V

These empty buckets, with dat
Department who then develops
with the proper material for

es, are given to the Engineering
a material list for filling them
the proper production stages.



These buckets are filled by the Material Control Section and
then delivered accordingly to the proper job stage on dates
designated by the planning schedule.

All dates are originally designated in a broad scope definition
by using a pre-contract document we call "Advance Purchasing
Zones.” Shown here (NO. VI), for example, is an illustra-
tion of what the advance purchasing zones look like for the
DDG-51 Class program. Material dates are further refined for
composites and working drawings as the engineering progresses
by referring to the pallet schedule.

These determinations are shown in their relationships to one
another by the illustration shown here. NO. VII 

Material purchasing, material planning and scheduling, material
control, and material availability are probably the least
understood processes in the entire order of integrating the
technology. Without tight controls and an exceptional perform-
ance in these material areas, many of the benefits of the
system are unable to be realized.

III. ACCURACY CONTROL

The integration of Production Planning and Accuracy Control is
vital to the development of the entire production process.

The planning effort constantly tries to impose the most produc-
tive schedule that can be followed by the production work force.

This means using established parameters of performance.

However, these established parameters are and should always be
history, ever changing towards improving the productivity of
the engineering and production cycles.

Accuracy Control interfaces with the Planning Department in
that it, in itself, creates needs to establish different
methods and consequently different planning changes to accomp-
lish these methods.

As an example, we used to leave a great deal of stock on the
perimeter edges of our hull modules.

When doing this we had to, out of necessity, plan time and man-
hours to allow for the burning and fitting needed to remove
this extra stock at the erection site while fitting the module
into the ship’s structure.
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Due to our Accuracy Control program, we are now cutting modules
neat according to well defined accuracy control procedures,
prior to fitting into the ship’s structure.

This causes us to be able to change our plan and reduce some of
the time in the erection process. This, of course, affects
schedules by decreasing the fitting time needed by erection
fitters.

An example is shown in this illustration of burning ratios as
it pertains to module erection. NO. VIII

Consequently, the relationship between Accuracy Control and
Production Planning is one of constantly planning, executing,
and evaluating. This relationship produces a constant
tightening-up in most all work processes.

We have also found that a special group of Accuracy Control
planners are essential in this area and that statistical infor-
mation is most important in conducting the business of accuracy
control on a continuing basis.

Of utmost importance, to complement these Production and
Engineering methods, is the establishment of the quality work
circles as shown here in this illustration.

A few examples of the benefits derived at Avondale as a result
of this interchange and integration of IHI technology is shown
in these illustrations:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

using Moldloft tapes instead of Lufkin rulers;

outside use of the Moldloft tape;

using sumitsibo;

close up of tape;

plates for line heating;

setting up templates;

setting the line for sight edges;

a pallet or bucket full of pipe;

some pallets being installed;

pre-outfitted bulkheads;

main diesel engine foundations pre machined;
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12. a pre-outfitted and accuracy control trimmed unit ready
for erection;

13. model of the tanker deck piping for pre-outfitting;

14. the real thing in the production process;

15. another view.

There are many things important to successful production. Most
of all, it is
implement not
recognize the

a people relationship and everyone attempting to
only IHI technology but any technology must
human equation if they are to be successful.
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ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT INTERFACE

I. INTRODUCTION

Yesterday you heard the presentations on Production Engine-
ering, Moldloft, Material Control, and Accuracy Control for
Zone Outfitting; today Engineering will provide a "thumbnail
sketch" of the impact of zone outfitting on its operation and
procedures. As will be explained in the brief presentations
which follow, Avondale Engineering has had to change the type
and method of preparation of much of the documentation it pre-
pares in order to accommodate the implementation of zone out-
fitting technology at Avondale Shipyards. In reviewing
engineering operating practices and procedures, the goal was
always to change only what had to be changed so that the impact
of the move to zone outfitting could be cushioned as much as
possible with things familiar. Avondale Engineering has demon-
strated that zone outfitting can be absorbed into the design
organization without the need for violent internal reorganiza-
tion.

Because design development under zone outfitting proceeds unit-
by-unit rather than system-by-system, the engineering work
effort must be accomplished in an earlier time frame than is
the case, utilizing conventional design methodology. The
earlier the start that Engineering has, the better the chance
that all required engineering work will be completed at start
of prefabrication. To this end it is most desirable that
engineering work start prior to contract signing, if at all
possible. This can be done through a "letter of intent"
arrangement or through some other means, but the owner, as well
as the shipyard, will reap benefits for money spent during the
"pre-contract" phase. If a "pre-contract" start is not possi-
ble, the engineering effort must commence immediately upon con-
tract signing. In either case, potential problems will come to
light at an early stage, the chance for timely material pro-
curement of long lead items will be enhanced, the shortened
building period that zone outfitting offers will be protected
and initial regulatory reviews can be conducted early.

Pre-contract engineering effort should include work on mechani-
cal system diagrams, weight estimate, longitudinal strength,
hydrostatics, tank capacities, bon jeans curves, intact trim
and stability data, loading conditions, damaged stability eval-
uation, wake survey, resistance and self-propelled tests, elec-
tric load analysis, electric one-line diagram, vent system
development and duct opening, as well as the development of



procurement specifications on long-lead material items such as
main propulsion engines, diesel generators, cargo oil pumps,
anchor windlass, steering gear, etc.

During the pre-contract phase, a constant dialogue must be
maintained between Engineering and Production concerning such
areas as preliminary unit definition, identification of con-
struction method, the establishment of outfitting zones for
purchasing and the preliminary assignment of machinery package
units and pipe racks for main deck. This dialogue which begins
during pre-contract is essential to the successful implementa-
tion of zone outfitting techniques and must continue throughout
contract design development and construction. In fact, the
major beneficial "fall-out" of the implementation of zone out-
fitting at Avondale has been the renewed spirit of cooperation
between the Engineering and Production organizations.

Thus far, Avondale Engineering’s implementation of zone outfit-
ting techniques has been most satisfactory. By and large, the
problems encountered are many of the same ones which plague the
engineering effort utilizing conventional design techniques --
lack of vendor information, lack of industry standards, custo-
mer changes, etc. However, with zone outfitting, the conse-
quences of these problems are more acute than with conventional
design techniques.

The following sections are brief presentations on the way in
which Avondale’s Engineering Sections have been affected by the
implementation of zone outfitting. The Hull Technical and
Design Section and the Hull Section have been emphasized
because they interface most closely with the Moldloft and
Accuracy Control Sections in the Production Department.

II. HULL TECHNICAL AND DESIGN SECTION ("DESIGN SECTION")

The Design Section is composed of naval architects, civil
engineers, computer programmers, weight programmers, and draf-
ting support personnel. The responsibility delegated to the
Design Section under the conventional shipbuilding system is
the design and preparation of midship sections and associated
scantling plans, fairing of lines, naval architectural calcula-
tions and drawings, weight estimates, and support functions for
other sections on an "as-needed" basis. These responsibilities
are common throughout the shipbuilding industry and generally
must be the very first tasks accomplished. Although early com-
pletion of all engineering functions is desirable under any
system of shipbuilding, one of the main features of zone out-
fitting technology is to have all major engineering efforts
completed by a pre-determined accelerated date which corres-
ponds to the start of prefab by Production.
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The main impact of zone outfitting technology on the Design
Section has been to add several new responsibilities. Some of
these functions are completely new to the shipbuilding scheme,
while some are functions that were the responsibility of other
departments under the conventional system. These new responsi-
bilities are, as will be seen later, such that they must be
finished very early so that the accelerated completion date can
be met by all Engineering Departments. These new responsibili-
ties are:

- Development of Structural Key Plans

- Creation and Maintenance of the Data Base

- Review of Unit Drawings

- Production/Engineering Liaison

A. DEVELOPMENT OF STRUCTURAL KEY PLANS

Structural key plans are very detailed scantling plans that
show all aspects of the vessel’s structure. The vessel is
divided into three main divisions with each division having
its own key plan. The first area is the forward structure
from the stem to the collision bulkhead; the second is the
cargo hold structure between the collision bulkhead and
forward machinery bulkhead; and the third is the after body
structure, including the machinery space and after peak
structures. All frames, bulkheads, decks, flats, stringers,
stiffeners, shell plates, and major penetrations, along with
most major equipment foundations, are included on each
respective key plan.

The primary purpose of the key plans is to provide a docu-
ment depicting all details related to the vessel’s major
structural components for use by all departments, both
Engineering and Production, in their own respective func-
tions or tasks related to the shipbuilding effort. For
example, the Hull Drafting Section uses the data shown to
develop the yard plans or unit drawings. The Piping Section
uses the plans to locate major interferences of their piping
runs. Production uses the plans to aid in the unit break-
down development and other functions. Since the key plan is
a tool for other departments, the drawings must obviously be
completed very early to allow the accelerated Engineering
completion dates to be met. This obviously requires all
support tasks necessary for the development of the key plans
to likewise be completed earlier.
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The scantling plans and midship section should be finished
with regulatory body approval prior to the start of the key
plans. Finite element studies must be finished in support
of the scantling and midship drawings. The vessel’s lines
should be completely faired and loaded to the data base.
Basic damage stability calculations depicting intended
vessel compartmentation, as well as longitudinal strength
studies, should be concluded pre, or at least during, key
plan stage.

B. CREATION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE DATA BASE

This function was the responsibility of Production’s Mold-
loft under the conventional system. The data base is a
storehouse of information that, through the use of desig-
nated computer programs, defines all structures within the
vessel inclusive of the vessel’s shell contours. The data
base is developed or created in a systematic manner starting
with the definition of the vessel’s final faired lines.
Then surfaces such as decks and bulkheads are added, along
with shell longitudinals, traces and shell seams. This data
base is updated and maintained through the span of the con-
tract to reflect any and all developments that occur as
production proceeds.

The data contained within the data base is used to develop
computer prepared drawings. Any frame bulkhead or deck con-
tour can be retrieved and drawn depicting the associated
stiffeners. Once the drawings have been developed and the
data base verified, the data is used to control the N/C
burning machines in the Plate Shop, the generation of
templates, bending of frames, etc.

C. REVIEW OF UNIT DRAWINGS

Once the key plans are issued, the Hull Section will use
them to develop the yard structural plans or "yard plans"
that are sub-divided into each particular hull construction/
erection unit. These unit drawings are complete with the
smallest detail shown and defined to allow the preparation
of the unit parts list, “UPL's," from which the Moldloft
prepares the unit construction manuals, "UCM's." The UCM's
are the documents from which the steel is nested, marked,
punched and burned within the construction sequence. There-
fore, in order to assure the accuracy of the data released
to Production, the Design Section will review the unit
drawings to verify that all details are in accordance with
the intended design and latest developments.
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D. PRODUCTION/ENGINEERING LIAISON

Since the Design Section is responsible for the development
of the key plans, questions and problems that arise during
development of yard plans and N/C burning are channeled
through the Design Section for resolution. Although this is
not a new function of the Design Section, the amount of day-
to-day involvement has intensified due to the increased
detail of the actual design work new undertaken. Also,
since the data base maintenance requires daily involvement,
the flow of input to and from the Design Section has
increased drastically.

III. HULL SECTION

Prior to the introduction of zone outfitting at Avondale, the
hull structural drawings were developed and presented to the
Production Department utilizing a system-by-system approach.
The drawings were developed presenting the decks as a system,
the shell as a system, the web frames as a system, and so on.

The system-by-system approach presented the entire shell, deck
or longitudinal bulkheads to the Loft, from which the various
structural units had to be extracted. The system-by-system
drawings did indicate the unit breaks or erection joints, but
the individual unit’s demarcation lines and extent was not so
discernible graphically. Additionally, the system-by-system
approach required the user to possess other system plans in
order to obtain the knowledge of all of the components of a
particular unit. Many reference plans were necessary.

The greatest influence that zone outfitting has had on the
functions of the Hull Section is in the development of the hull
structural plans.

Zone outfitting introduced four (4) major concepts regarding
production of the structural drawings:

- The structure would be developed and presented unit by
unit.

- The individual units would be developed from a Key Plan
rather than a rough scantling plan.

- The structural drawings would have their respective unit’s
various components identified by a designation system that
was keyed to the intended construction sequence or stages
for that particular unit.
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- Each unit drawing (or "yard plan" as they are called)
would be accomplished by a complete accounting list of
material for that unit, known as a Unit Parts List.

ASI still maintains the obviously required system drawings,
such as the rudder support system, mooring system, and anchor
handling system. Their development has essentially remained
unchanged under the zone

A.

B.

UNIT PARTS LIST

The UPL is a document
unit. The pieces are

outfitting concept.

that accounts for all pieces in a
presented to the user in the order of

ascending stages of construction, grouped into the various
partial sub units, sub units, and pieces required for both
the assembly and erection stages of construction. The UPL
is an accounting system that presents its information in the
same order as the document produced by Production known as
the "Unit Breakdown Summary Sheet."

The UPL is constructed from the "Unit Breakdown Summary
Sheet." There are additional items of information that are
contained in the UPL. These additional items of information
are notations to the Loft as to what pieces required
"lofted" dimensions, what pieces require stock, what pieces
require special attention in the lofting and manufacturing
stages, etc. The UPL is used at the various work stations.

The UPL is a baseline document that can be used by other
groups or departments in the Production Establishment for
such functions as material accounting, sorting, routing,
storage, etc.

PROCESS LANES INTEGRATION

The concept of process lanes has been incorporated into the
yard plan. The notations for the various structural compo-
nents, designating them as sub units, partial sub units,
combined partial sub units or just individual pieces to be
left loose until assembly or erection, are a function of the
area or location of their manufacture.

This designated manufacturing location is one of the basic
concepts of the Process Lanes principle. The yard plan
notations are obtained from the Unit Breakdown Summary
Sheet. By knowing the meaning of the process lane coding
notations, one can determine the location of manufacture of
a particular structural component.
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C. INTERFACE WITH PRODUCTION

Interface between the Hull Section and the Production Estab-
lishment can be broken down into two (2) broad types. The
first type of interface is one which is necessary for the
accomplishment of Hull Section responsible work. This type
of interface is termed:

1. Primary Interface

The primary interface between the Hull Section and Pro-
duction lies in the information that Production provides
to the Hull Section prior to, and for use in, preparing
the yard plans. This primary interface provides informa-
tion for three (3) distinct "systems" which appear on the
yard plans:

- Ship Erection Breakdown
- Plate Edge Preparation

Ship Unit Construction Method

The three (3) above mentioned "systems" are governed by
production considerations, and the need to accommodate
production techniques and methods. The three (3)
"systems” and their interaction with Production will be

briefly reviewed.

a.

b.

Ship Erection Breakdown

Ship erection breakdown starts with Production
“breaking up” the vessel’s hull into main and sub
assemblies. Once the major planes of division are
established by Production, this information is passed
to the Hull Section in the form of a document known as
the "Hull Unit Arrangement," whereby the yard plans
are developed incorporating the desired erection
planes. If a Production-Department-desired erection
plane is not desirable from an Engineering considera-
tion, then this structural division line is brought
back to Production where a compromise new erection
joint line is established. This interface, therefore,
establishes a structural erection line that preserves
both sound technical "parameters and production fabri-
cation methodology.

Plate Edge Preparation

Every yard plan addressing itself to main hull and
superstructure construction displays plate edge pre-
paration weld identification notations. The selection
of the proper edge preparation is the result of inter-
faces among the Production Welding Department, the
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Production Planning Department, and the Hull Section,
whereby the joint design is discussed, and Production
Department recommendations are incorporated.

c. Ship Unit Construction Method

Production issues a document to the Hull Section known
as a "Unit Breakdown Summary Sheet." This document
describes in great detail the intended methods to be
used to manufacture the unit in question. This docu-
ment assigns partial sub-assemblies, sub-assemblies,
and main assemblies of the unit to the specific manu-
facturing process lanes. This document is utilized to
develop the yard plan and Unit Parts List. Interac-
tion discussion is carried on between Production and
the Hull Section, whereby refinements are made to the
Unit Breakdown Summary Sheet incorporating Engineering
considerations.

2. Secondary Interface

The secondary interface between the Hull Section and
Production exists primarily in providing Production with
information on Hull Section responsible material and
providing Production with yard plans and shop drawings in
the case of systems such as mooring, anchor handling,
etc. For example, discussions with the Machine Shop
superintendent are carried on during the development of
the rudder support system in order to appriase the shop
of specific engineering requirements as well as receive
information on manufacturing limitations, procedures,
requirements, etc.

With regard to the yard plans, the Hull Section is in
constant communication with the Moldloft during the
Loft’s development of the Unit Control Manuals. The Hull
Section works closely with Production’s Accuracy Control
Section in its research and investigations. An area of
particular concern for the Hull Section and Accuracy
Control is welding design to minimize distortion. Where
possible, suggestions made by the Accuracy Control Sec-
tion are implemented at once. Another area which demon-
strates the close cooperation between these two groups is
in the inclusion of at least one datum line within each
structural unit to facilitate Production operations.
This suggestion was made by Accuracy Control and
implemented by the Hull Section.
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IV. MECHANICAL SECTION

A.

B.

GENERAL

The concept of producing zone outfitting type drawings for
the various mechanical systems requires a new design philos-
ophy and requires that the Mechanical Section change its
method of developing drawings. We will touch on the major
engineering/design effort required by the Mechanical Section
and try to briefly show design incorporating zone outfitting.

SCOPE OF THE JOB

The scope of the engineering required for any job is put
into definition by formulation of the plan schedule required
for the job. Traditionally, this has been easily obtainable
by the Mechanical Section at the beginning of the contract,
since engineering drawings were system oriented. The plan
schedule developed an early and fairly accurate definition
of the job.

However, with zone outfitting, most Mechanical Section
drawings are not system oriented but rather are unit or zone
oriented. After a unit breakdown is made by Production, the
Mechanical Section must determine its drawing breakdown by
units. Time must be spent for advanced planning in order to
define what systems are contained in various units. This is
accomplished with a comprehensive advance planning program
for system routing.

At ASI, the Mechanical Section has implemented what is
called "Advance Design Composite Study" (ADCS). ADCS's are
produced by top designers taking the functional system dia-
grams and making a schematic one line routing of the systems
on scaled arrangement drawings. When the designers are
routing the system, they must insure that the routing shown
is realistic and can be obtained. The ADCS is greatly
improved if the designer has good scantling drawings and
major equipment drawings. A well thought-out ADCS by top
designers will completely define the scope of the job.
Then, from the ADCS, a realistic plan schedule for Mechani-
cal Section drawings can be obtained.

It should be noted that as the zone outfitting method is
being developed at Avondale, the Engineering scope of work
is constantly being changed as Production realizes addi-
tional information they require on the drawings. This has
made it difficult at times to estimate manhours required for
drawing completion. As both Production and Engineering at
Avondale become more familiar with zone outfitting, this
problem of expanding work scope should be minimized.



C. COMPOSITES

Development of detailed composites has changed from the
traditional development methodology as follows:

- The breakup of the composite area follows the unit
breakups rather than the traditional level breakups.

- Development of the composites is done basically unit-
by-unit in lieu of system-by-system. The proposed
routing which has previously been determined on the
ADCS's is followed as closely as possible.

D. ARRANGEMENT DRAWINGS

Since Production personnel are outfitting small pieces of
the ship which are basically unrelated to the ship as a
whole, arrangement drawings are done unit-by-unit with
accompanying lists of material done unit-by-unit in lieu of
the traditional system-by-system. In addition, all material
and pipe spools must be coded to the unit, so that Material
Control can palletize the material and deliver it to the
unit outfitting site.

E. PACKAGE UNITS

Engineering has organized, within the Mechanical Section, a
Package Unit Design Group. This group is responsible for
the complete design of all Machinery Package Units, inclu-
ding piping, structure, outfitting, instrumentation,
painting, label plates, etc. Having this design in one
group insures the integration of all design facets. This
method also simplifies the development of the Machinery
Space Composites, since a package unit becomes a "mini-
composite."

F. PIPING RACKS

As much as possible, ASI tries to rack piping on structural
frames which then can be installed as one complete
assembly. The Mechanical personnel responsible for the
piping racks are also responsible for the detailing of the
rack structure in order to insure integration of structure
and piping.
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G. COMPUTER AIDED DRAFTING

ASI is presently developing a computer-aided drafting system
with Lockheed and IBM known as CADAM. A pipe spooling
program is presently being used to improve the accuracy of
the pipe spools and increase productivity.

H. MATERIAL PROCUREMENT

Material procurement must be done at a very early stage of
the contract for all systems due to the possibility that the
first unit planned by Production for zone outfitting may
have contained within that unit a small portion of many
systems. Therefore, in order to have material in time for
Production’s needs, advanced ordering of material must take
place. Advanced ordering of long lead material is done from
the completed ADCS's, rather than the functional schematic
diagrams, since a more accurate material take-off can be
obtained. All material on systems is coded to coincide with
actual fabrication and installation sequences. This
requires close working contact with Production personnel.

V. OUTFITTING SECTION

A.

B.

GENERAL OVERLOOK

As a result of the implementation of zone outfitting,
Outfitting Engineering has had to undergo a significant
change. It’s not that Outfitting Engineering had to create
new data, but that the old data had to be expanded and
placed in different order on the drawings and, in some
cases, additional details developed in order to support the
zone outfitting concept.

The major impact of zone outfitting on the Outfitting
Section is the pallet system of material numbering for hand-
ling and routing. Following is a more detailed view of the
various changes which Outfitting Engineering had to undergo
in order to implement zone outfitting.

PALLETIZING SCHEDULES AND PALLET NUMBERS

The assigning of material to "pallets" has caused Outfitting
Engineering, like all Engineering sections, to generate
material lists broken down for one unit (or "pallet") at a
time and to provide the field with a list of all units
(pallets) which may be covered in the drawing. Generally,
this has been handled by adding schedules of pallets
included and for material per pallet to the drawing.
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C. UNIT DIVISIONS IN LARGE DRAWINGS

The Outfitting Section’s large drawings had to be broken
down into unit books to accommodate zone outfitting. On
some drawings, such as walkways which extend into more than
one unit, it is necessary to provide "fit-up" details to be
used when the units are assembled into the hull form.

D. METHOD OF DIMENSIONING DRAWINGS

"Datum lines" and "nearest structure" type dimensions, in
lieu of the conventional off-centerline and off-frame dimen-
sions, had to be utilized on drawings. This problem was
common to all Engineering Sections.

E. PRE-PLANNING OF DRAWINGS

Pre-planning of drawings, while not new to Outfitting
Engineering, has assumed a much more important role. It
provides an efficient method of pin-pointing potential prob-
lem areas and provides a vehicle for communication within
the Engineering Department which is more effective than was
the case with the conventional method of drawing development.

F. SEPARATION OF FABRICATION & INSTALLATION INFORMATION

Because more and more Outfitting material is coming to the
assembly site in a "finished" or "package" state, the need
for fabrication information at the assembly site has greatly
diminished. As the workmen at the assembly site become more
and more "installers" and "handlers," their need for instal-
lation information supersedes their need for other types of
information. This has led to a natural separation of the
two types of information (fabrication and installation) on
the drawings.

While the need for more information and planning increases
the Engineering effort, this is expected to be more than
compensated for by savings in Production time. A spin-off
of this development is the possibility of increased reuse of
details for future jobs and easier standard development and
application.
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G.

H.

ADDITION OF WEIGHT INFORMATION

With much more material being added to the units before they
are assembled one to another, the weight of the added Out-
fitting material becomes an important factor in unit hand-
ling. It has, therefore, become necessary to indicate the
weight of the Outfitting material (sub-assemblies) on the
drawings.

MISCELLANEOUS

The use of automated equipment for material control, pal-
letizing schedules, and generation of work orders, while not
part-of zone outfitting per se, are logical extensions of
the system and in themselves generate changes to Outfitting
Engineering procedures. Standard raw material catalogues,
sub-assembly concepts and sub-assembly parts lists are among
some of the items that have had to be developed.

The learning curve, unit break recognition, the frustration
factor of suddenly finding that the "old way" is not good
enough and the increased time and degree of difficulty in
drafting and checking in the new procedures, all combine to
produce a need for re-education of engineers, designers and
drafters; a need which is continuous as we become more fami-
liar with the new methods.

VI. ELECTRICAL SECTION

A. INTRODUCTION

The impact of the Electrical Engineering implementation of
zone outfitting primarily concerns wireway design changes
and changes in the list of material format for deck plans
and isometric wiring diagrams. Most electrical equipment
and cabling is installed during the "on board" phase of zone

outfitting. This is necessary to insure that the electrical
components are not subjected to adverse factors such as
weather, sandblasting, dust and paint spray, during the
early stages of zone outfitting. Electrical equipment
installed "on unit" tends to be concentrated on vendor
supplied module packages and shipyard built machinery
package units.
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B. WIREWAY DESIGN

Wireway design is well suited to modular construction tech-
niques. The wireway hangers are made of steel and can,
therefore, be phased in with the orderly erection of a unit
during main assembly prior to blast and paint. In designing
the wireways for "on unit" installation, ASI has experienced
an increase in design time of approximately 50 percent due
to the increased level of detail required for modular con-
struction as opposed to the manner in which wireways have
historically been designed.

Using the zone outfitting concept, wireway arrangement
drawings ae segmented by unit number to allow the production
foreman to identify exactly which hangers are in each unit.
The list of material is broken down by unit to show the
number of hangers of each type required. Each type of
hanger is detailed. For zone outfitting, the number of
hanger types can be in the hundreds. Each slight variation
of one hanger from another generates a new hanger detail.
The end result of the additional detailing is to generate a
unique piece mark number for each hanger which can then be
entered into a computer program for tracing purposes by
Production Planning and Management.

The fabrication and installation of wireway non-watertight
collars is an area where zone outfitting has made a signifi-
cant contribution. Using the traditional manner of collar
fabrication, the production foreman obtained dimensions from
hole lists and then had the collars constructed by a spe-
cialist in his Electrical Department. Before installation
of the collars in the bulkheads, the holes would be burned
out by the layout crew utilizing dimensions provided by the
hole list. In zone outfitting, the production field crew’s
work effort is reduced considerably. Collars are standard-
ized to a limited number of commonly used sizes.

Early in the design of the vessel, dimensional information
for numerical hole cutting by automatic burning machines is
provided to the Moldloft. This allows the holes for the
wireways to be accurately cut by the automatic burners
during the erection of the unit in main assembly. Effec-
tively, the electrical field production crew’s responsi-
bility for non-watertight collar fabrication and installa-
tion is reduced to simply obtaining the pre-made non-
watertight collars and installing these collars in precut
holes.
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C.

D.

DRAWING FORMAT CHANGES

To facilitate zone outfitting, the formats of electrical
deck plans and isometric wiring diagrams have been revised
to include additional unit construction information.
Previously, these drawings depicted the electrical system in
the body of the plan with a list of material which listed
total quantities for the material distributed throughout the
drawing. For zone outfitting, these same drawings now have 
leader lines in the body of the plan which segment the ship
into the various zones. Also, the front of the drawing has
a table above the title block which flags for cursory
drawing reviewers that the drawing contains material which
must be installed in any of twelve different stages of
construction, such as, during subassembly on unit, or before
closing in onboard. As a further aid, the title block
itself identifies the ship zones affected by the electrical
system shown on the drawing.

The list of material for deck plans and isometric drawings
is sub-divided by the pallet codes associated with each unit
or zone. Under each pallet code is listed the electrical
material contained on the drawing which will be installed in
a particular unit or zone. An exception to this technique
of material listing is the listing of cable quantities.
Cables are summarized at the end of the list of material
with no reference to any particular unit or zone. The
reason for this apparent anomoly is related to the manner in
which cable is handled and installed in the shipyard.

Cables are purchased, stored, and transported to the work-
site on reels. As the cable is being installed, the elec-
trical crew cuts the length required for the installation
from the reel. The Production foreman coordinates the over-
all cable installation to minimize cable waste. Since cable
is expensive and is a long lead item for procurement, cable
footage must constantly be monitored. Therefore, to
tify specific cable lengths in each pallet would not
bute to a more efficient, less costly installation.

PACKAGE UNITS

iden-
contri-

Machinery package units constructed by the shipyard require
coordination during the design phase of a job to insure that
all devices belonging on the package unit are installed
during assembly of the package unit. Typical electrical
devices which are installed on the package unit are motors,
motor controllers, pushbutton stations, solenoids, sensors,
and heat tracing cabling. The locations of these devices
are established by the package unit designers with inputs
supplied from the various Engineering disciplines, including
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Electrical. Particular attention is paid to electrical
equipment and cabling which will be installed on tanks, that
are a part of the package unit, to insure that the proper
provisions have been made for foundations and cable studs.
Since the tank will be fully constructed and tested before
it leaves the package unit shop, any welding to the tank
exterior in the field would result in damage to the tank
interior coating and require the tank being retested. In
some instances, the machinery package unit is designed
before certified drawings are received from the electrical
equipment vendors. To minimize the disruption to the pack-
age unit design, the size of devices such as motor control-
lers and pushbutton stations is estimated based on previous
experience with the particular equipment. Also, by using
motor control centers, many of the vagaries of motor con-
troller sizes are eliminated as the controllers would then
be part of a motor control center remote from the package
unit.

On the main deck of the Exxon Multi-Product Carriers,
presently being designed at ASI, there are a number of pipe
rack package units. As an integral part of these pipe rack
package units are a number of wireways. In the past, wire-
ways were provided for the main deck based on capacity
requirements of the wireways at various points along the
main deck. This technique allowed wireway sizing to proceed
in the early stages of the ship design without the knowledge
of exact locations of equipment on the main deck. It was
left to the production foreman to run local runs of cables
from the wireways to individual pieces of equipment scat-
tered around the main deck. Since the pipe rack package
units are essentially complete when installed on the ship,
exact locations of main deck cabling must be known much
earlier in the contract to allow the wireway development to
be complete on the pipe rack package units. This requires a
significant increase in the work effort of the wireway
designer since he must now determine exact locations of
electrical equipment and provide small branch wireways to
this equipment from the main wireway runs.
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MOLDLOFT, PRODUCTION CONTROL, ACCURACY CONTROL
STEEL CONTROL INTERFACE

I. INTRODUCTION

A.

B.

DESCRIPTION - GENERAL OVERVIEW OF FUNCTIONS

- Screen all job requests in order to utilize the Stock
Inventory.

- Follow-up Purchase Orders to assure that all steel not
screened was purchased and delivery of same will meet job
requirements.

- Plan storage of purchased steel and have storage area
ready to accommodate incoming shipments.

- Verify shipments of steel and make receiving reports in
order that proper invoice payments are made.

- Maintain Steel Status Report (semi-monthly) on all
purchased steel.

- Furnish Moldloft (by job) steel sizes, either purchased or
screened.

- Deliver steel to proper job prefabrication site by means
of the steel transfer system.

- Maintain job Steel Cost Report (by cost code and vessel).

- Physical inventory of all steel with yearly computation of
inventory.

OBJECTIVES - PRINCIPLE OBJECTIVES OF STEEL CONTROL

The main objective of Steel Control consists of ensuring all
jobs-that steel will be readily available in accordance with
the Long-Term Schedule. Further, Steel Control maintains
Steel Tonnage Reports, debits, credits by cost code and
vessel, with the objective of making cost projections in the
early stages of the subject job.



II. STEEL PROCUREMENT

A. STEEL REQUEST

Engineering (Hull Section) prepares a Steel Request or Steel
Summary from the advance hull drawings. The Steel Summary
is grouped by unit, broken down in plates and structural,
by grades. In the process of preparing the Steel Summary,
Engineering does preliminary nesting of plates and struc-
tural in order that the most economical and feasible sizes
are purchased.

The Steel Summary includes hull, superstructure, and also
fittings and foundations which are normally drawn as part of
hull drawings, such as main engine foundations or container
guides.

B. SCREENING AND PROCESSING

Upon receipt of an advance copy of the Steel Summary, Steel
Control imputs all requested items into a computer program
for weight computation, sorting, and sequencing. All
screening information is added to the program so that devia-
tions of requested weights and purchase weights are account-
able. Each Steel Summary item is assigned a specific date
needed in yard (4 weeks prior to prefab), as per the Long-
Term Schedule.

This computer run actually replaces the written steel
request and it is used by Purchasing in order that Purchase
Orders are issued in the same basic order as prefab.

Outfitting and fitting requests basically follow the same
procedure as the Steel Summary. The request goes to Produc-
tion Planning for the date needed in yard before it is
screened by Steel Control. VIEWGRAPH NO. SC-1

C. PLANNING OF PROCUREMENT

In conjunction with the Long-Term Schedule and Process Lanes
concept (using the Exxon contract as an example), it was
established that the total steel (tonnage for 3 ships) for
hull and superstructure purchasing would be divided into 5
“buys” of approximately 7,700 tons per "buy."

Green - 1st buy - portions of Hull 1 & 2

Pink - 2nd buy - portions of Hull 1, 2, & 3
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Yellow - 3rd buy - portions of Hull 1, 2, & 3

Blue - 4th buy - portions of Hull 2 & 3

Orange - 5th buy - portions of Hull 2 & 3 

VIEW GRAPH NOS. SC-2, SC-3, SC-4

A time frame schedule for all phases of procurement was
determined by the prefabrication dates on the Long-Term
Schedule. VIEW GRAPH NO. SC-5 The release of the Steel
Summary from Engineering is to be 12 weeks before the
commencement of delivery from the Steel Mill for a given
“buy,” or 22 weeks before prefabrication. The 12 weeks
allow one week for Steel Control screening, one week for
release of Purchase Orders by Purchasing, and 10 weeks for
Steel Mills to schedule and roll.

Plates are normally rolled in 8 weeks. Structural are
rolled in accordance with the Steel Mill’s rolling schedule
for that section of structural.

The computer run before mentioned is used for the expediting
of the final delivery of "buy."

III. STORAGE OF STEEL

At the same time as the requesting and purchasing of the steel,
the storage area is being elevated and organized to receive
same. Grids for storage are set up by "Units" in the same
order as the prefabrication of Units. Therefore, the storage
area becomes available for future jobs as the subject job
progresses.

Once again, using Exxon purchases as an example, we see in
VIEW GRAPH NO. SC-6 that steel tonnage in storage would peak
at 13,000 tons in the middle of the 3rd quarter. Receivement
began in middle of 1st quarter and yard issues began in middle
of 2nd quarter. VIEW GRAPH NO. SC-7

As the shipments are received from the Steel Mills, all plates
are sorted and stored in their proper grid. Sorting is neces-
sary because the Steel Mills ship with no date preference or
order preference. Their rollings and shipments are governed by
their production efficiency.

Structural are stored by sections,
plates, a specific structural member
specific Unit until such time when 
by the transfer system.

sizes, and grades.
is not allocated

it is picked up for

Unlike
for a
delivery
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All job steels are certified upon receipt by matching the die-
stamped heat numbers and grades on plates and structural with
the mill certificates. Any non-conformances are stored in a
temporary holding area until resolved.

Receiving reports are made in accordance to individual invoices
and forwarded, to Accounting Department for matching and proces-
sing.

IV. STEEL TRANSFER SYSTEM

A steel transfer is a document, bearing an individual control
or identification number, used for controlling the movement and
accountability of any steel.

Upon receipt of the released U.C.M. from the Moldloft and in
accordance with the Long-Term Schedule, the Steel Control
Department prepares the necessary transfers for a given Unit.
These transfers list purchased sizes of plates or structural
for a given unit and specify which components of the unit are
cut from same. At all times, a cross-reference between pro-
curement and usage is maintained by use of the Steel Summary
item number. Separate plate transfers are always written for
different burning operations or functions (for example, tapeo-
graph, exactograph, servograph, shears). Structural transfers
require less of a breakdown because all cutting of structural
is done in one area, under one supervisor.

Transfers are issued a minimum of three weeks before the sche-
duled start of prefabrication. This allows enough time for
Production Engineering to process and time for the prefabrica-
tion supervisor to program into the burning schedule.

Copies of the transfers are forwarded to the Production
Engineering Department who, in turn, writes work orders
completing a work package. These work packages (work orders,
transfers, and U.C.M.) are sent to the Prefabrication Depart-
ment.

V. BLASTING, PAINTING AND DELIVERY

In accordance with their work load and schedule, the prefabri-
cation supervisors will order out the transfers, designating
the delivery location. This is normally done five work days
before the burning date. Upon being ordered, transfers are put
on an active or working board and a pick-up work sheet is made
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in accordance to the ordered sequence of the prefabrication
supervisor. Plates and structural are then picked up from
their respective storage area and processed through the Plate
and Structural Shot Blast Systems.

A Plate Shot Blast Sheet records all plates processed through
Shot Blast. These sheets are used as a sign off or delivery
acceptance by prefab supervisors and also used for computation
of tons issued for the Weekly Steel Disbursement Report. Yard
Movement Documents serve the same purpose as the Shot Blast
Sheet for the accountability of structural.

VI. INVENTORY.

One of the important supporting services to any job progress is
its inventory. The Kardex Card System is the main tool used in
keeping inventory control. Information from the Purchase
Orders are posted on the top card and always reflects quanti-
ties on order, summary item numbers, and unit numbers. AS
steel is received, all receiving reports are posted on cards,
and as steel deliveries are made, the steel transfer is also
posted. The Kardex Cards always reflect an on-hand balance and
storage location. Physical counts are done annually and cor-
rective action is prompt. VIEW GRAPH NO. SC-8

VII. STEEL HANDLING-PROCESS LANES

The efficiency of steel handling depends greatly on the
detailed information available at the time of purchasing. We
have progressed tremendously since the days of the steel
request ordering square feet of plate and lineal feet of struc-
tural.

Up to the time of the Exxon contract, our Steel Summary was
written to the drawing concept. For example, the shell expan-
sion drawings for the entire ship would have been three
drawings - forward, mid-body, and aft. Like-size plates would
have been under one summary item number per drawing, regardless
of the units involved. No unit breakdown was maintained.

In our concept of storing by units in the past, we did not
accomplish our potential. We were creating over-size storage
grids and much unnecessary digging in order to deliver required
steel plates.
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At present, with the Process Lanes implementation, drawings are
produced by Units giving us a steel summary by units and
allowing us greater efficiency in our storage area.

Our cost of receiving steel has increased by 8%. This is
caused by our ordering sequence not being adhered to by the
Steel Mills. Sorting of plates is required on arrival.

Our cost of delivering steel to the prefab work area has
decreased by 16%. This reduction is realized because all the
steel is stored by units.

As a combined effort in receiving and delivery, we are 
realizing an 8% reduction in our handling of raw steel.

Also in the past, we were accustomed to spending 18% of our 
entire handling time, storing and delivering bevel plates.
These were all deck, bulkhead, shell, innerbottom, and rectang-
ular plates burned ahead of schedule. These plates were gener-
ated by multi-hull burning and out-of-sequence burning. With
the elimination of multi-ship burning and proper scheduling,
bevel plate storage has been completely eliminated.

In conclusion, it is important for us to realize that steel
handling is a major cost to shipyard operations. In many
cases, it requires capital that is not working for the
production operation; thus, steel handling procedures should be
estab- lished which allows shipyard operations to work
efficiently. It is imperative to have a steel control system
which will insure that shipyard production is not hampered due
to lack of the required steel.

Process Lanes is certainly proving itself to be a cost saving
method of ship construction at Avondale Shipyards on the Exxon
contract, and I feel certain that with future jobs our
efficiency will be evident throughout all stages of ship con-
struction.
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MOLDLOFT, PRODUCTION CONTROL, ACCURACY CONTROL
PRE-FABRICATION DEPARTMENT

I.

II.

SHOP PLANNING, SCHEDULING, AND PRODUCTION INTERFACE

SUBJECT

Interface of Japanese technology concepts between Production
Trades and the support activities at ASI (Production Planning,
Production Engineering, and Moldloft).

Many phases of Japanese technology transfer have been presented
in detail previously. Some of the phases will be repeated in
general to better explain the interface of production activi-
ties.

INTRODUCTION

For a clear understanding, it is necessary to define the Shop
Planner and the necessity for him in a complete production
system.

The Shop Planner is the final link between production activi-
ties and the production support activities which provide neces-
sary documents required at the various construction stages.

At the time basic production planning begins, the only docu-
ments available for hull planning are the contract drawings.
Details are not yet available and will not be until feedback
from hull planning in the form of unit breakdown sheets, based
on these contract drawings and the yard production system, are
sent to Hull Engineering.

Basic production planning is necessary to give proper direction
to the sequencing and detail development of engineering
drawings, construction methods and Unit Control Manuals
(UCM's) . Erection joints, master butts, unit arrangment, unit
breakdowns, construction methods, and erection sequences are
determined at an early stage by the Production Planning Depart-
ment. This direction coordinates Engineering’s scheduling of
unit drawing development, material ordering, and sequencing to
suit the construction needs at the various production stages.

The basic production planning procedure following and the
section on Shop Planner duties and responsibilities will show
the natural interface of the ASI Shop Planner and the develop-
ment of the production documents necessary to manufacture the
parts when needed, provide feedback required to monitor
efficiency, hull status, completion, and accuracy control.



III. BASIC PLANNING PROCEDURES

A. PRIOR TO CONTRACT AWARD
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

sheet where the grouping of unit types by construction
stage was accomplished. This is the last date that the
unit can be completed and still meet the erection date.

Plot these dates against the weeks of schedule, using the
standard work day.

Where the number of units exceeds the number of platforms
available for that unit type, adjustments will have to be
made to the start dates of units at that stage of con-
struction. This will mean that some units’ will be
constructed early.

The first schedule to be completed is the Grand Assembly
Schedule. The second is the main assembly schedule, and
so on down the line. The main assembly critical dates
are based on the erection dates, or if the unit has grand
assembly, then main assembly critical date will be based
on grand assembly start date. Sub-assembly critical date
will be based on the established main assembly start
date, etc.

The level loading of the work centers occur because units
are scheduled across the entire contract by types within
the categories, giving at any given point in time an even
mix of those types being worked simultaneously.

This method of scheduling can be used for all hull
construction, including conversions, jumboizing, etc. 

D. FINAL PLANNING

As the yard plans are received, the planner can finalize the
construction method to be used by the production effort by
picking up and planning detail work that is not shown on the
earlier key plan drawings, thus completing development of
documents required for shop planning use.

The yard plans mentioned above are the final product of the
Hull Engineering Section. These show all of the necessary
details required by the Moldloft to develop the Unit Control
Manual. These yard plans and subsequent UCM’S are the
result of combining the Hull Planning Section’s unit
construction procedures, the Hull Technical Section’s key
plan, and the Hull Engineering Section’s details. The UCM’S
further clarify this information for use by the shop plan-
ners and the production activities.
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IV. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ASI SHOP PLANNERS

The basic areas of responsibilities for the Shop Planners are
as follows:

A. THE ISSUANCE OF SHORT TERM SCHEDULES

The short term schedules prepared by the Shop Planners are
detailed instructions to the work centers. A work center 
instructed by way of the schedule work package indicating
what portions of a unit to work, where to work them, and
when to work them. This data is determined by the Shop
Planner by utilizing the unit summary sheet, the long term
schedules, the Unit Control Manual, and the status of actu
job sites. The length of time covered by these varies,
depending on the stage of construction. For example:

- Pre-fabrication short term scheduling is accomplishe
over a three-week period and is refined and updated 
information becomes available.

- Fabrication short term schedules cover a six-week
period and are updated monthly.

- Assembly schedules, however, cover a three-month
period. The assembly schedules are updated on a
monthly basis.

IV. PRE-FABRICATION SHOP PLANNING

A. PRE-FABRICATION SHORT TERM SCHEDULING PROCEDURE (SPECIFIC)

Upon receipt of the Unit Control Manual, the following
procedure is required to properly time phase the subsequen
events necessary for cost accounting, material allocation,
scheduling, completion, and work center efficiency.

Receive UCM’S fifteen (15) days prior to pre-fab cutting, 
indicated by the long term schedule.

Shop Planners then develop short term schedules by utilizi
summary sheets and long term schedules to determine the ne
dates at the first stage of construction. By the special
instructions in the UCM, he determines the necessary cut
date by allowing the established time required for each
subsequent pre-fab operation such as punch, roll, line heat
or form. These dates are written on the cutting list by
every piece to indicate the items due at various times and
the routing to the next operation.
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Also at issuance of UCM’S fifteen (15) days prior to pre-fab
date, as per long term schedule, the Steel Section begins
development of steel transfers to be issued to pre-fab plan-
ners twelve (12) days prior to pre-fab cut date.

The planner first pulls all N. C. tapes listed in the
UCM’S. He then examines all pieces on the listed tape to
determine the earliest need date of any one piece.
Note: this is necessary because subsequent pieces for
sub-units and units may be nested together and are to be 
burned early and stored. All pieces listed on tapes are
scheduled to cut with the earliest piece needed. All pieces
cut early are marked on the tape to insure that when the
sub-unit is scheduled, the piece will show as cut with
earlier needed pieces and not be duplicated in the future.

The next step is to send a copy of the date-marked cutting
list to Production Engineering, where it is used to insure
all items are covered by work orders as scheduled and as a
basis for filing work orders. This reduces Production
Engineering logging and piece verification effort.

Upon determining the piece cut dates, the weekly pre-fab and
panel line work packages are developed for each work center
and become the schedule part of the work package. This is
done based on the dates now indicated in the UCM. Upon
receipt of the transfers twelve (12) days prior to pre-fab
cut date, as indicated by long term schedule, the short term
schedule is then adjusted to accommodate material type
issued.

For example: ¾ x 4 F.B. cut out of ¾" plate. This is
shown as a structural in the UCM and is normally worked on
structural platen. In this case, the piece will be layed
out and burned from plate in the manual burn area of the
Plate Shop, thus reducing material movement. Also, at
receipt of material transfers twelve (12) days prior to
pre-fab cut date, the material order list is compiled and
given to steel stock yard five (5) days prior to pre-fab cut
date.

The enclosed examples are weekly short term schedules, for
various pre-fabrication stages. They are due to Production
Engineering ten days prior to pre-fab cut date as indicated
by the long term schedules.

The Production Engineer currently writes work orders based
on the short term work package. Upon receipt of the pre-fab
work package, Production Engineering distributes to the
physical loft where all templates, servo, etc. are gathered
and issued to the proper stage in time for prepration the
next week. The prepared work orders are issued to pre-fab
seven days prior to pre-fab cut date.
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Upon receiving work orders, the pre-fab work center package
is developed. The planner combines the short term schedule,
copies of the appropriate Moldloft cutting sketches, copies
of material transfers, and material order list, and the work
order data processing time charge card. Upon completion of
the work package, it is issued to appropriate foremen five
days prior to pre-fab cut date for template and material
preparation.

B. MATERIAL AND INFORMATION CONTROL 

The Shop Planner via various forms of communication, such as 
correspondence and face-to-face communication, insures that
proper material and information is received in the work
centers in an orderly and timely fashion. This includes
templates and UCM’S from the Moldloft, material transfers
from the Steel Department, work orders form the Production
Engineering Department, etc.

C. PROCESS CONTROL

The Shop Planner, by use of completion data feedback from
the various work centers, is able to determine on an accur-
ate basis the status of units in relation to the projections
made by the long term schedules. He also has the ability to
see problems in the production effort by this feedback and
on-site inspection of work centers. His information-is then
turned over to the appropriate action party for corrective
measures.

D. EFFICIENCY CONTROL

Efficiency control data is collected and correlated by the
Shop Planners. The efficiency of the work center is judged
in ways such as linear feet per manhour, or by manhours per
ton. The method used is dictated by the work center. How-
ever, all hull work centers are judged on a manhours-by-
tons-produced basis. With the cost centers being the same
as the work centers, budget status can be maintained by use
of this information and completion data. The charts and
graphs utilized in efficiency control show trends in effici-
ency as they occur. Manning levels can also be adjusted by
use of this data.

By virtue of constant inter-departmental communication, the
Shop Planner also serves as a liaison in resolving everyday
problems of production.
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